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Complex systems are extremely hard to predict due to its highly nonlinear interactions
and rich emergent properties. Thanks to the rapid development of network science, our
understanding of the structure of real complex systems and the dynamics on them has
been remarkably deepened, which meanwhile largely stimulates the growth of effective
prediction approaches on these systems. In this article,we aim to reviewdifferent network-
related prediction problems, summarize and classify relevant prediction methods, analyze
their advantages and disadvantages, and point out the forefront as well as critical chal-
lenges of the field.
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1. Introduction

The ultimate goal of understanding a real system is to predict it. Prediction is thus always located in the core of scientific
research. One can easily find the applications in various real systems such as predicting the most popular movies in online
commercial systems; predicting the stock prices in financial systems; predicting the collective human dynamics in social
systems; predicting the traffic congestions in transportation systems, just to name a few. However, prediction in these
complex systems is particularly difficult due to their rich emergent properties and chaotic behaviors. Complex networks
have been proved in the literature to be an effective tool for modeling and analyzing complex systems as they capture the
intricate structure of interactions between components that lead to the complex phenomena [1]. In this context, there is a
recent wave of investigating prediction problems in complex networks, aiming at not only forecasting the structural growth
of the network itself but also revealing the future evolution of the dynamics taking place on the network [2]. For instance,
a number of issues such as link prediction, trend prediction, human mobility prediction, information spreading prediction
have been investigated.

The rapid development of the prediction research in complex networks is promoted by the accelerating availability of
empirical data containing temporal information. Example includes the purchase records of online users, citations between
scientific papers, instant human locations from GPS, and so on. However, the highly complexmechanisms behind these data
bring in new challenge for prediction. Traditional simplemethods such as polynomial regression and linear extrapolation are
no longer effective. To extract accurate predictors from the empirical data, theories andmethods based on statistical physics
play a critical role. For instance, the mechanistic models combining multiple factors accurately predict the future citations
of papers and authors [3,4]; the anisotropic rescaling of the distributions of human travel at different scales results in a
statistically self-consistent microscopic model that accurately predicts individual human mobility [5]; Classic percolation
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theory is employed to predict the spreading of virus or information in social networks [6,7]. Numerous such methods were
developed in recent literature. Thereupon, the review will cover a wide range of topics including predictions of network
structures; predictions atmicroscopic andmacroscopic levels; theoretical analysis of predictability and practical application
of the prediction tools. In this review, besides survey the simple summarization of the prediction tools, we aim to classify
methods according to their relations; quantitatively compare the effectiveness of reviewed algorithms; and discuss the
underlying mechanisms that cause their advantage and disadvantage. The review will be useful as a guide for the practical
use of the recently developed prediction tools. Additionally, it will be meaningful for future theoretical research as it will
point out the forefront as well as the standing challenges of this field.

2. Framework of prediction in complex networks

2.1. Primary issues

When speaking about prediction, people usually refer to forecasting the future based on the historical data. However,
prediction is actually much broader concept. It also includes unveiling and quantifying the correlation between variables of
a system, such that one variable is called a ‘‘predictor’’ of another. In addition, if certain components of a system are hidden
or missing, one can also ‘‘predict’’ them by pointing out which part they are. Generally speaking, prediction in science is a
study focusing on uncertain events.

Real systems are highly complex in structure and constantly evolving, prediction thus is a particular challenging task.
Prediction has wide applications in a variety of real systems. A typical example is the online commercial system where an
accurate prediction of the most popular products will enable the online retailers better manage their inventory. Similarly,
identifying the potential young researchers allow administrator decides who to hire and to whom the fundings should be
given to. The benefit of accurate prediction in stock market is even more straightforward. Due to wide applications, large
effort has been devoted to design prediction tools for various real systems. Numerous classic methods based on regression
and machine learning have been developed by computer scientists and researchers from specific fields such as economics
and biology.

The past twenty years have witnessed the rapid development of network science. Many data from real systems are
naturally described by complex networks. Examples include the social networks, citation networks, airline networks,
international trading networks and so on. The network tools not only lead to more effective understanding of the structure
of the real system, but also inspire numerous prediction methods at different levels. Compared with traditional methods,
the related works on prediction in complex networks have their own features which can be summarized into the following
six aspects.

• Mechanistic models. Though the regression and machine learning methods are widely adopted, their prediction
accuracy to some specific problems are not satisfactory as the prediction up-limit is constrained by the mis-chosen
formulate. Amechanisticmodel, on the other hand, is constructedwith the drivingmechanisms of the system inferred
from the historical data. Such models usually can significantly improve the prediction accuracy of the system’s future
evolution.

• Reliability. A well-performed prediction method should have both high accuracy and reliability. The data quality of
real systems are not always guaranteed. In some case, the data can be overly sparse such that the method should be
able to solve the cold-start problem. Moreover, the prediction has to be conducted in noisy environment where the
observed data contains spurious information.

• Bringing macroscopic and microscopic. In complex systems, collective behaviors are emerged from the local
interactions. Therefore, themacroscopic-level prediction can be achieved by aggregating the prediction atmicroscopic
level in a non-trivial way. Such approach usually has high ability in identifying potential components.

• Predictability. Much effort in the literature has been devoted to improve the prediction accuracy. However, the up-
limit of the accuracy in numerous real systems are bounded by the predictability. Therefore, knowing the theoretical
predictability of a system is crucial for designing prediction methods.

• Feedback. The prediction in some cases may have feedback effect on the evolution of the system. This is because
the systemmay react to the information from prediction. Typical examples are the recommender systems where the
recommendationmay guide users’ selection by predictingwhat theymay be interested in, and the stockmarketwhere
people may purchase the stock whose price is predicted to go up.

2.2. Basic procedures

Prediction is a highly data-driven science. Data from real systems with time information are commonly used to examine
the effectiveness of the predictionmethods. Usually, the data from real systems are divided into a training set ET and a probe
set EP according to time. ET is regarded as the known information and the prediction algorithms run on it. EP , on the other
hand, is treated as unknown information and used tomeasure the prediction accuracy after the prediction ismade. To ensure
the prediction methods have sufficient data to extract valuable information for prediction, the size of ET is usually rather
large. However, the size of ET in some works are deliberately decreased to simulate the cold-start problem. The size of EP is
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usually small. Altering the size of EP has another interpretation. A small EP is corresponding to predicting the shorter future,
while a large EP is corresponding to long term prediction. The typical size ratios for ET and EP are 90% and 10%, respectively.
In some cases where the time information of the data is not available, the real data are sometimes divided into ET and EP

randomly.
In prediction, a method with more parameters may seem to have higher accuracy than a method with fewer parameters.

However, it is very important to examine whether the seemingly high accuracy is truly due to the advantage of the method
or just a result of over-fitting. A prediction method that has been over-fitted is very sensitive to minor fluctuations in the
training data. An easy procedure to examine over-fitting is through a three-fold data division. Instead of dividing the data
into a training set ET and a probe set EP , the real data are divided into three subsets, i.e. a training set ET , a learning set EL

and a probe set EP . Both ET and EL are treated as known information, EL is used to estimate the optimal parameters which
are finally used to predict EL. The accuracy in predicting EL is the final performance of the method.

To investigate the feedback effect of a prediction method, the predicted results (denoted by a set ER) can be added to
ET to simulate the situation that the system adopts the prediction or approaches to the prediction in its future evolution.
ET

∪ ER is then compared with the real case ET
∪ EP to reveal the influence of prediction on the evolution of the system. This

approach is especially important for prediction in online systems. For instance, how the recommendation algorithms and
search engines affect the popularity of online items. In this case, one can even make a more realistic assumption that only a
fraction of the prediction results are adopted by the system and investigate how this faction influence the future evolution of
the system. In addition, this approach is also used to examine the network reconstruction performance when the prediction
methods are applied to recover missing data.

The data division framework is universal for most of issues for prediction. For instance, the prediction of dynamics such
as spreading and cascading failure can be investigated via this framework. The dynamical processes are run until they reach
stationary states in networks. The simulation time series data can also divided into a ET and EP to estimate the accuracy of
prediction methods.

2.3. Evaluation metrics

Prediction needs to be validated. Even though there are numerous evaluation metrics for prediction, one has to choose
themost proper ones according to different context. Hofman et al. [8] introduced a basic procedure as shown in Fig. 1. In this
subsection, we will introduce several most basic and commonly used metrics for prediction evaluation. Some other metrics
for specific prediction problems, we will introduce them in the corresponding sections.

Classification metrics. Numerous prediction problems are binary classification type problems, namely to distinguish
what will truly happen from all possibilities. Therefore, the classification metrics in statistics are employed to measure the
accuracy of the prediction methods. Within this framework, the true positive (TP) measures the number of real future events
that are correctly predicted. The true negative (TN) focus on the events that are not happening in the future and computes
the number of such events that are not included in the prediction. When making predictions, it is possible to fall into two
different kinds of error: predicting events that will not happen in the future (known as the type I error); and not predicting
events that will happen in the future (known as the type II error). The number of type I and type II errors are respectively
denoted as the false positive (FP) and false negative (FN). These quantitative are further used to design the accuracy metrics
called sensitivity and specificity. The sensitivity reflects the ability of the predictionmethod in avoiding false positives, which
can be written as TN/(TN + FP) in mathematical form. The specificity represents the ability of the prediction method in
avoiding false negative, which is simply computed as TP/(TP + FN). A well-performed prediction method is expected to
have both high sensitivity and specificity.

Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is created by
plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings.When using normalized
units, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) is equal to the probability that a predictor can rank a real future event er higher
than a randomly chosen event ec that will not happen in the future. It can be simply calculated as

AUC =

∫
∞

−∞

(TPR(T ) − FPR(T ))dT , (1)

where T is the threshold. AUC ranges from [0, 1]. AUC = 1 represents a perfect prediction, while AUC = 0.5 is the result of
random guessing, representing a worthless prediction.

AUC index can also be approximated in a less computational consuming way. The basic idea is to conduct in total n times
of comparisons to directly estimate the probability that er is ranked higher than ec . If, among n times of comparisons, er is
ranked higher than ec for n1 times and they are with the same rank for n2 times, then AUC can be estimated by

AUC =
n1 + n2/2

n
. (2)

This approximation is usually used in the link prediction problemwhere directly computing AUC is overly time-consuming.
Precision and recall. Precision and recall are another type of notable metrics in the literature. In information retrieval,

precision and recall are usually defined based on TP , FP and FN . Specifically, precision is calculated as TP/(TP+FP)while recall
is calculated as TP/(TP + FN) (the same as sensitivity). These two measures are both independent of TN , which is generally
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Fig. 1. Basic process of prediction. R2 is coefficient of determination; AUC is area under the ROC curve; RMSE is root mean squared error; MAE is mean
absolute error; F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. After [8].

unknown and much large in number. Precision and recall have other variants. One important variant is in recommender
systemwhere the calculations need to take into account the length of the recommendation list. This variantwill be discussed
in the corresponding section.

Correlation coefficients. In some problems, the accuracy of a prediction method is estimated by computing the
correlation coefficients between the predictor and the variable that needs to be predicted. A high correlation naturally
indicates a high accuracy. A typical example is predicting the spreading ability of a node in complex networks with the
topological induces. There are three mainstream correlation coefficients, i.e. Pearson coefficient, Spearman coefficient and
Kendal’s tau coefficient. The Pearson correlation coefficient is defined for two paired sequences (Xi, Yi) with length N .
Mathematically, it computed as

rp =

∑N
i=1(Xi − X̄)(Yi − Ȳ )√∑N

i=1(Xi − X̄)2
√∑N

i=1(Yi − Ȳ )2
, (3)

where X̄ and Ȳ are respectively themean value of the sequences X and Y . rp ranges from−1 to 1, with−1 and 1 respectively
indicating a completely negative and positive correlations. Though the Pearson coefficient is widely used, it has a obvious
drawback. It is very sensitive to extreme values in X and Y . As the heavy-tailed distributions are found in numerous systems,
this drawback cannot be neglected.

The second coefficient is the Spearman coefficient. It is defined for the ranks of sequences X and Y . Denoting xi and yi
respectively as the ranks for the components Xi and Yi, the Spearman coefficient can be written as

rs =

∑N
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√∑N

i=1(xi − x̄)2
√∑N

i=1(yi − ȳ)2
. (4)

Apparently, the Spearman coefficient is the Pearson coefficient of the ranks of two sequences X and Y . It reflects the
monotonic relatedness of two sequences. There is a simple way to calculate Spearman coefficient as

rs = 1 −
6
∑N

i=1(xi − yi)2

N(N2 − 1)
. (5)

The Kendal’s tau coefficient also measures the rank correlation between two sequences X and Y . Specifically, it counts
the difference between the number of concordant pairs and the number of discordant pairs between these two sequences.
The formula reads

τ =

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 sgn[(xi − xj)(yi − yj)]

N(N − 1)
, (6)

where sgn(x) is the sign function, which returns 1 if x > 0; 1 if x < 0; and 0 for x = 0. τ value also ranges between −1 and
1. As Kendal’s tau requires a large number of pair comparison, its computational complexity is higher than the previous two
coefficients.

3. Node-oriented microscopic prediction of network structure

In the literature, a mathematical framework is proposed for predicting the properties of individual based on the scale of
complex systems. Kleiber’s law suggests that for the majority of animals, the 0.75 power of body mass is the most reliable
basis for predicting the ratio of metabolism [9]. West’s observation also summaries similar scaling prediction in quantity
arising from complex systems [10]. As the big data era comes, powerful computers made it possible to analyze data for
complex systems containing a large number of components: fromman-made systems and social systems such as theWorld
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Table 1
Linear and nonlinear growth mechanisms. Here P(k) is degree distribution.

Name
∏

(i) P(k) Ref.

Preferential attachment ∝ ki k−3 [12]

Asymptotically linear ∝ aki k−γ
{

γ→2 if a→∞

γ→∞ if a→0 [13]

Asymptotically linear ∝ b + ki k−γ
{

γ→2 if b=0
γ→∞ if b→∞

[14,15]

Multiplicative node fitness ∝ ηikia ∼
k−1−C

ln(k) [16]

Additive–multiplicative fitness ∝ ηi(ki − 1) + ςi ∼
k−1−m

ln(k) ; (m ∈ [1, 2]) [16]

Nonlinear ∝ kα
i – [13]

a If give a uniform fitness distribution and C = 1.255.

Wide Web and the Internet, online social networks, networks of movie actors, scientific collaboration networks, epidemic
networks, and the sex web to biological systems such as the metabolic network, protein interaction networks, cell-signaling
and food webs. In general, the complex networks consist of nodes that interact with each other, so that the interactions
have both some level of regularity and randomness. We will introduce node-oriented microscopic prediction of network
structure. In this subsection, the content includesmodel-based node degree prediction, extrapolation-based node popularity
prediction, node influence prediction, and discovering the hidden nodes.

3.1. Model-based node degree prediction

One of the basic assumptions of evolving networkmodels is that the total number of links in a growing network is a linear
function of the network size, that is, of the total number of nodes. This linear growth does not change themeandegree (i.e. the
number of connections per nodes) of the network. Besides, there are also growth models with asymptotically linear or node
attributes extend the research. However, in many real growing networks, the node degree evolves with time. The recent
works take into account the temporal effects of the network growth. The framework of a simple growing network can be
described that at time t +1 a new node is introduced to connect to an existing node iwith the probability

∏
(i) and the node

i has k links before time t i.e. degree. It predicts a strong relationship between a node’s age and its degree. In this subsection,
we mainly classify related works into degree prediction without aging effects and with aging effects.

3.1.1. Network growth models without aging effects
We first introduce several classic network generation models. In a random network like classic Erdős–Rényi (ER)

model [11], a node is introduced to connect to another node i with a constant probability
∏

(i) = p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1),
and thus the degree distribution follows Poisson. In small world networks, each link is rewired to connect two randomly
selected nodes with a constant probability

∏
(i) = p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1) and finally, degree distribution also follows Poisson.

However, the empirical results from real networks show that these real networks are growing with new nodes added to the
existing networks, and finally the degree of the network follows power-law, as opposed to the Gaussian or Poisson degree
distributions of random networks. The famous model for the growth of networks with the mechanism called preferential
linking, for instance the Barabasi–Albert model [12]. Mathematically,

∏
(i) ∝ k. Thus, this linear type of growth is usually

considered to be a natural feature of growing networks, and is a basis of other linear and nonlinear growth as
∏

(i) = b+akα ,
see Table 1.

3.1.2. Degree growth with aging effects
Despite the preferential attachment provides a common framework for many theoretical models and empirical data sets,

it neglects the temporal effects of network growth. Many real systems display the number of links increases faster than the
number of nodes, thus the increase of the average degree in growing network describes the corresponding scaling relations
for the accelerated growth. If one considers constant initial attractiveness b in directed networks [15], at time t a new node
is added and points to a number of random nodes in the network. Additionally there are c0tθ links are generated and each
node is directed to a higher in-degree nodes i with asymptotically linear preferential attachment

∏
(kin) ∝ b + kin. The

average degree of network is ⟨k⟩ ∼ tθ and the corresponding degree distribution is P(k) = k−γ , here γ = 1.5 if θ → 1, and
γ → 2 if θ → 0. If one considers internal links with a probability [17], the average degree of network is ⟨k⟩ = at + 2b and
corresponding degree distribution also preserves power-law form.

In another model, new nodes are added to the network with a constant probability, and the selected nodes connect
to b existing nodes in the network with preferential attachment (

∏
(i) ∝ bki). Additionally, the number aN(t) of links is a

percentage a of the nodesN(t) that are present in the network are chosen. The probability that a link connects nodes i and j is
expressed as∝ aN(t)kikj. As a result, the average degree of the network is ⟨k⟩ = at+2bbut the power-lawdegree distribution
displays a segmentation at a critical degree. In addition, in some systems, the probability that a newnode connects to a node i
is not only proportional to the degree ki, but also depends on its age. In the gradual agingmodel [15], a newnode is introduced
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to connect to an existing node iwith the probability
∏

(i) ∝ ki(t − ti)−v , where v is a tunable parameter, ti is the age of node
i. The observation of empirical data sets reveals papers and actors gradually lose their ability to attract more citation and
collaboration.

In the mentioned methods, if the degree growth of an observed network is agreed with a proposed model, one can use
the model to fit the real degree growth and then use the model to predict the future degree. But usually, the degree growth
of real networks deviate from these proposedmodels. Medo et al. [18] proposed a fitness model for growing networks based
on the empirical observations. A new node at time t is introduced to connect to an existing node i with the probability∏

(i, t) =
ki(t)Ri(t)∑t
j=1 kj(t)Rj(t)

. (7)

Here Ri(t) is the relevance of node j at time t which is can be observed in the real network. According to the preferential
attachment (PA), the temporal degree that the node i owned at time t + ∆t is predicted by ∆ki(t + ∆t)(PA) = ∆L(t +

∆t)ki(t)/L(t), where ∆L(t + ∆t) is the number of links added to the network during ∆t , L(t) is the number of cumulated
links at time t . If, in the reality, the node i actually owns the degree ∆ki(t + ∆t) during ∆t , the relevance can be defined as
the ratio between the actual and the expected degree during ∆t ,

Ri(t, ∆t) =
∆ki(t + ∆t)

∆ki(t + ∆t)(PA)
=

∆ki(t + ∆t)L(t)
ki(t)∆L(t + ∆t)

. (8)

Ren et al. [19] used the relevance model in the bipartite networks to characterize how the popularity of online contents
evolved over time, and found that the popularity of the online contents typically exceeded theoretical preferential popularity
(Ri ≫ 1) in the early lifespan, and later restricted to the classic preferential popularity increase mechanism (Ri ≈ 1).

3.2. Extrapolation-based node popularity prediction

The large number of online contents including video, photo,music sharing, blogs, wikis, social bookmarking, collaborative
portals, and news aggregators highlight the challenge of predicting how much attention any of it will finally attract. Thus,
predicting the popularity of the online contents not only deepens our understanding of complex systems but also has
significant implications for marketing and traffic control to policy-making and risk management. The database of online
contents’ past history produces a big amount of time-stamped data, making it possible to study the dynamics of the online
popularity and how it evolves over time on a global scale [20,21].

Predicting the popularity has been widely studied in the literature focusing on videos [22,23], music [24], news [25],
and other online social collective dynamics [26]. Cha et al. [27] observed a highly linear correlation between the number of
video views on early days and later days on YouTube. Borghol et al. [28] suggested that a strong linear growth law is the
most important factor of prediction of popularity [29]. Shen et al. [30] used the reinforcement Poisson mechanism based
on the well-known ‘‘rich-get-richer’’ phenomenon to predict the popularity dynamics. Instead of a stronger presence of the
rich-get-richer phenomenon, Vasconcelos et al. [31] showed a lower correlation between the early and late popularities in
Foursquare. Chen et al. [32] took the view of video popularity lifespan and found that the relative popularity of the online
content is dependent on its age and its intrinsic attributes.

Furthermore, the prediction of popularity is by no means restricted to ‘‘rich-get-richer’’ behaviors, and should take into
account the exogenous attributes of the online contexts [33]. Accordingly, Ratkiewicz et al. [34] examined the popularity of
Wikipedia topics andWeb pages and presented an evolvingmodel that combines the classic preferential growthmechanism
with the influence of exogenous factors. The exogenous attributes are incorporated in modeling and predicting evolving
popularity dynamics in user-generated videos [35], the citation of scientific release [18,36], and the activity of scientists [37].

In addition, there are also some novel prediction approaches for item popularity like considering local clustering
behavior of users [38] and using machine learning techniques to explore item attributes in different dimensions [39]. In
this subsection, we will review some typical prediction methods of item popularity based on ‘‘rich-get-richer’’ mechanism
and item attributes.

3.2.1. Linear models
The very popular items are thought to result from a positive feedback mechanism leading to rich-get-richer. Motived by

this, Szabo et al. [40] proposed a linear model to predict the popularity. At first, one can give two definitions. Reference time
tr is the time at which they intend to predict the popularity of an item whose age with respect to its upload (promotion)
time. Indicator time ti is that when in the life cycle of the item they performed the prediction (ti < tr ). Thus, the linear model
is proposed as,

lnN(tr ) = ln[r(ti, tr )N(ti)] + ξ (ti, tr )
= ln r(ti, tr ) + lnN(ti) + ξ (ti, tr ),

(9)

where N(t) is the popularity of the item at time t . r(ti, tr ) accounts for the linear relationship between the log-transformed
popularities at different times. ζ is a noise term describing the randomness one can observed in the data. There is also an
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alternative description for the observed correlations: let ti vary in the model, the popularity at the given time tr should be
described by the following formula,

lnN(tr ) = lnN(t0) +

tr∑
τ=t0

η(τ ), (10)

η(τ ) is the noise following an arbitrary, fixed distribution, and τ is taken in small, discrete time steps. t0 is an early point in
time after the birth time of an item.

3.2.2. Weighted linear models
Preferential attachment is a well-knownmechanism of the linear growth law which assumes that the probability a node

to attract a new link is proportional to its cumulative degree. Zeng et al. [41] considered that itemswhich are popular at time
t are expected to have better chances to becomemore popular. This implies that the cumulative degree of an item kα(t) and
∆kα(t) is a great predictor of its future popularity increase. Mathematically, the prediction of the popularity of a given target
item α,

sα(t, Tp) = (1 − λ)kα(t) + λ∆kα(t, Tp)
= kα(t) − λkα(t − Tp);

(11)

When λ = 0, the predictor simplifies to the total popularity method; When λ = 1, the prediction equals to the recent
popularity. The method can be extended to the weighted popularity prediction in the bipartite networks as the following
form,

sα(t∗, Tp) =

∑
i

(Aiα(t∗) − Aiα(t∗ − Tp))ki(t∗)γ . (12)

Here Aiα is the interaction between an item α and a user i in a bipartite network, for example, in a rating system, a user i
rate 5-stars to a movie α. γ is a weight parameter which quantifies the activeness of users. If it is extended to the user social
network, ki(t∗) can transform to the influence of user i as Ii. In addition, one can consider the mechanism that the influence
of a link exponentially decays with time [42]. An aging function is accordingly introduced to calculate the prediction of
popularity as,

sα(t) =

∑
i

Aiα(t)eγ (Tiα−t), (13)

where Tiα denotes the time at which user i selected an item α. γ is a positive parameter which controls the decay speed. A
larger γ indicates a faster decay, and γ = 0 corresponds to the cumulative popularity without any decay.

3.2.3. Reinforced Poisson models
Shen et al. [30] proposed a generative stochastic framework applying a reinforced Poisson process to predict the

item popularity. The reinforced Poisson process takes account three important factors: (1) Fitness of an item which can
characterize its intrinsic competitiveness against other items; (2) The relaxation function corresponds to the aging effect
on the ability to attract new attention; (3) A reinforcement mechanism according to the well-known rich-get-richer
phenomenon. Taking a citation network as an example, and the reinforced Poisson process is defined as the rate function
x(t) for a given paper,

x(t) = λk(t)f (t; θ ), (14)

where λ is the fitness of a paper, k(t) is the total number of citations received until time t , f (t; θ ) is the relaxation function
that characterizes the ability to attract new attentionwhich affected by the aging parameters θ . Consider the aging of papers
and assume a log-normal relaxation function in citation network as well as in other online contents, one can obtain,

f (t; µ, σ ) =
1

√
2πσ t

exp(−
(ln t − µ)

2σ 2 ). (15)

The parameters µ and σ can be calculated by maximizing the logarithmic likelihood.

3.2.4. Self-avoiding mass diffusion models
Zeng et al. [43] devised a self-avoiding mass diffusion (SAMD) method which outperformed extrapolation in the long

run and predicted future popular items long before they become prominent. It is noted that the diffusion processes have
been applied to design the recommendation algorithms which can be regarded as a prediction problem [44–47]. Consider a
bipartite network Aiα built by the interaction between an item α and a user i, the initial condition and the diffusion processes
is modified as follows:
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(1) The initial condition is asm(α)
i (0) = aiα(t) − aiα(t − Th).

(2) The diffusion process is from a user to a user only considered connections between time (t − Th) and t , thus, the
diffusion function is defined as,

W ′

ij(t, Th) =
1 − δij

∆ki(t − Th; t)

Z∑
β=1

∆aiβ (t − Th; t)∆ajβ (t − Th; t)
∆kβ (t − Th; t)

; (16)

where ∆ajβ (t − Th; t)=ajβ (t)-ajβ (t − Th) and ∆ki(t − Th; t)=ki(t)-ki(t − Th). since t ≥ t − Th, ∆ki(t − Th; t) and ∆kβ (t − Th; t)
more than 0. Finally, the predicted ranking of popular items is given by

sα(t, Tf , Th) = rank(M
′(α)(t, Th)); (17)

M
′(α)(t, Th) =

N∑
i

∆a(t − Th; t)m
′(α)
i (1); (18)

m⃗
′(α)
i (1) = W′(t, Th) · m⃗

′(α)
i (0). (19)

The higher the diffusion score, the more similar are the users who have already collected item α. Thus, the item could have
higher popularity.

3.3. Predicting the influence of nodes

Recently, more and more attention has been paid to predicting individual influence in networks. With an effective
algorithm to predicting spreader influence [48–50],we can, for instance, hinder spreading in the case of diseases or accelerate
spreading in the case of information dissemination. This problem can be interpreted as predicting the spreading influence
of nodes based on its structural properties.

So far, various centrality measures have been applied to predict or identify the node of influence in complex networks.
Related classical centrality measures include the degree as the number of neighbors a node connects with, the closeness
centrality [51] as the reciprocal of the sum of the geodesic distances to all other nodes, betweenness centrality [52] as the
number of shortest paths through a certain node, eigenvector centrality [53] as the component of the eigenvector to the
largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix, k-shell [54] as the node location in a network.

Lately, a lot of works try to design efficient algorithms that outperform the classical centrality methods. For example,
some algorithms focus on directly modifying the basic centrality measures including degree [55], closeness, and between-
ness [56,57]. Some works focus on improving the k-shell method by removing the degeneracy of the method [58,59]. Some
others try to cut down the computational complexity of eigenvector [60]. Moreover, the concept of path diversity is used to
improve the ranking of spreaders [61]. Some methods are also designed in directed networks to identify the influential
nodes such as LeaderRank, which is shown to outperform the well-known PageRank method in both effectiveness and
robustness [62]. Reviews [48,49] introduced methods in identifying and predicting vital nodes and compared well-known
methods on disparate real networks. Another review [50] surveyed the existing methods in ranking nodes of both static and
evolving networks.

In real life,manynetworks are inherently evolving. For example, friends are added and removed in online social networks;
the topology of the Internet changes with time; and contacts between mobile devices depend on the time of day. Ghoshal
et al. [63] observed that PageRank ranking is sensitive to topological perturbation in random networks. In contrast, in scale-
free networks the emergence of super-stable nodes whose ranking becomes independent of perturbations, which due to the
fat-tailed nature of the degree distribution. Thus, the classical or extended centralities could manifest different spreader
topology in a network, which leads to different efficacy and applicability for identifying vital nodes and predicting the
influence of spreaders [64].

In this subsection,we first discuss the effect of tunable network topology on the accuracy of the four centralitymethods for
predicting the node of significance or influence in undirected networks, then introduce solutions for the dynamical networks
with tunable network topology and the complexity of computation in large-scale networks. Finally, we review the age bias
of metrics on predicting the node significance in directed growing networks and will introduce predictability of scientific
discovery.

3.3.1. Influence of nodes in dynamic networks
Normally, an undirected network G = (V , E) with N nodes and M links could be represented by an adjacent matrix

A = {aij} ∈ Rn,n, where aij = 1 (i ̸= j) if node i and node j are connected, and aij = 0 otherwise. Many topology measures
have been proposed to identify the node influence. Here we introduce the procedure of identifying the influence of nodes
in undirected networks for simplicity. The topology measurements will generate a ranking list of nodes. In principle, the
ranking from an effective ranking method should be as close as possible to the ranking based on the real spreading process.
one can employ spreadingmodel to simulate the spreading process on networks such as the susceptible–infected–recovered
(SIR) model [65]. In the SIR model, all nodes are regarded as initially susceptible except one infectious node. At each step,
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Fig. 2. Tunable network topology affects accuracy of node centrality. (a) Variation of centrality measures accuracy with different clustering coefficient in
HK model. (b) The accuracy analysis of four centrality methods on the scale-free network model with tunable assortative coefficient r .

the infected nodes will spread the virus to susceptible neighbors with a certain infectious rate (β), and an infected node
will recover after a few spreading steps. The spreading influence of node i is denoted as Sβ

i , which is quantified in terms
of the total prevalence of the epidemic process, i.e. the fraction of nodes being infected when the infection starts at node i.
Based on this, one could obtain the true spreading influence of nodes and a corresponding ranking can be generated by
the topology measures. Kendall’s tau coefficient τ [66] is used to measure the correlation between the topology-based
ranking and the spreading-based ranking. A higher Kendall’s tau value τ indicates a more accurate identification of the
nodes’ spreading influence. Node centrality measurements are based on characterizing the network topology structure in
a certain perspective. Actually, the real networks are evolving with time, the evolution of the network topology structure
would affect the accuracy of the node centrality. Thus, we investigate the performance of centrality methods for a growing
scale-free network model with tunable network topology structure.

We first discuss effects of tunable network clustering and employ the Holme–Kim model [67] to construct scale-free
networks with tunable clustering. The HK (Holme–Kim) model is introduced as follows, (1) Preferential attachment (PA).
The newly added node connects to the existing node i preferentially, which is described as the same as the preferential
attachment. (2) Triad formation (TF): If a link between j and i was added in the previous PA step, then add one more edge
from j to a randomly chosen neighbor of i with a probability.

For comparing with the accuracy of the four centrality measures, we simulate the susceptible–infected–recovered (SIR)
spreading on the tunable clustering networks and calculate the accuracy as the correlation between the centrality value of
nodes and their spreading coverage in the networkwith SIRmodel. Fig. 2a shows that degree centrality and the betweenness
centrality are more accurate in networks with lower clustering, while the eigenvector centrality performs well in high
clustering networks, and the accuracy of the closeness centrality keeps stable in networks with tunable clustering. In
addition, the accuracy of the degree centrality and the betweenness centrality are more reliable in the spreading process
with the high infectious rates than that of the eigenvector centrality and the closeness centrality.

We also investigate the performance of centrality methods for a growing scale-free network model with tunable
assortative coefficient [68]. This network model (namely TASF model) is defined as: (1) The newly added node connects
to the existing node i preferentially, which is described as the same as BA model; (2) This node selects a neighbor node s
of the node i with probability kα(i)/

∑
j∈Γi

kα(j), where α is the tunable parameter and Γi is the neighbor node set of node
i. The accuracy in the TASF networks with positive assortative coefficient has different trend from the ones with negative
assortative coefficient. Fig. 2b illustrates that the accuracy analysis of four centrality methods on the scale-free network
model with tunable assortative coefficient r and different infectious rate β . One can find that when the network changes
from disassortative to assortative, i.e. value of r from negative to positive, the accuracy of the degree centrality and the
betweenness centrality trends to be larger, but different of the eigenvector centrality and the closeness centrality, whose
accuracy at first increases to peak point and then descends. In summary, the assortative coefficient presenting degree–degree
correlation significantly influences the accuracy of centrality.

In addition, one can find that the traditional centrality methods are by no means easy to be applied to predict node
influence in the dynamic networks.Many real networks are an inherently evolving, and the structure of the network operates
affects the performance of prediction. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce methods to predict node influence in dynamic
networks. A dynamic network can be represented as a series of static networks in each period. As revealed in Fig. 3, the
problem for predicting the average network centrality values of the nodes is as follows: a dynamic network can be observed
during k past time intervals and indicated as G1,k, the Gk+l,k+l+m will a network in future and be unknown now.

A reasonable solution is to use the average centrality value during k past time intervals to predict the average centrality
of nodes in the future Gk+l,k+l+m. Kim et al. [69] designed a prediction function. Assume the past network G1,k, and time
windows l and m (k < l < m), the problem can be formulated on minimizing the predicted centrality and true centrality
by using Polynomial Regression. With this notation, the problem is transformed to minimize the average error between the
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Fig. 3. An example of the dynamic network. (Left) aggregated static network. (Right) time-varying dynamic network. After [69].

guessed centrality values and the true centrality values. GiveGD
1,k, l andm, one can find C̃a,b(u) where a = k+l, b = a+(m−1)

for each u ∈ V to minimize,

Error(GD
1,k, l,m) =

∑
u∈V |Ca,b(u) − C̃a,b(u)|

|V |
(20)

There also exists challenging situation that complex networks would contain millions of nodes and links. Some methods
such as closeness and betweenness could better quantify the influence of a node, but they have higher computational
complexity due to calculating the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in a network. Fortunately, one does not need to
compute accurately the total centrality, the proposed range-limited betweenness centrality [70,71] can predict betweenness
centralities of individual nodes and even have an overlap of 75% for top 100 nodes with betweenness centrality. For the root
node i, the initial condition is that σii = 1 for other nodes, k ̸= i, one can set the σik = 0. The following steps are repeated
for each L-range subnetwork, l = 1, . . . , L. The detailed steps are as follows, and an example of the calculation is also shown
in Fig. 4.

(1) Build subnetwork Gl(i) using breadth-first search.
(2) Calculate σik for all nodes k ∈ Gl(i) using

σik =

∑
j ∈ Gl−1(i)
(j, k) ∈ Gl(i)

σij, (21)

and set bll(i|k) = 1.
(3) Proceed backward through r = l−1, . . . , 1, 0.At first calculate the l−BCs of links (j, k) ∈ Gr+1(i) (j ∈ Gr (i), k ∈ Gr+1(i))

recursively;

br+1
l (i|j, k) = br+1

l (i|k)
σij

σik
. (22)

For nodes j ∈ Gr (i), one can use above equation and get

brl (i|j) =

∑
br+1
l (i|j, k) (23)

(4) Finally return to step 1 until the last sub cell GL(i) is reached. At the end, the cumulative [l] − BCs, that is the
BL(i) =

∑
l=1Bl(i).

In many real cases such as advertising and news propagation, the spreading only aims to cover a specific group of nodes.
Therefore, it is necessary to study the spreading influence of nodes toward localized targets in complex networks. A reversed
local path algorithm [72] is devised for this problem. The basic idea is inspired by computing the paths up to length 3 starting
from the target nodes to other nodes. The paths with different lengths are aggregated to obtain the final ranking score of a
node. Mathematically,

IRLP =

2∑
l=0

ϵf Aij
l+1, (24)

where f is a 1× N vector in which the components corresponding to the target nodes are 1, and 0 otherwise. A is the N × N
adjacencymatrix of the network Aij. Here, ϵ is a tunable parameter controlling the weight of the paths with different lengths
and is set to be a small value.

3.3.2. Significance of nodes in growing networks
As we know, the world overflows with creative works. In reality, it is difficult to measure the significance of works,

because the evaluation of the true significance of the work depends on the historical moment, and very much ‘‘in the
eye of the beholder’’. Fortunately, thanks to the big data related to the work, we can evaluate significance of the work
independently according the network structure, and can predict the work who will potentially win big awards like ‘‘Oscar’’
or ‘‘Nobel’’. Many popular ranking algorithms like Google’s PageRank [73] and degree are static in nature which exhibit main
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Fig. 4. The calculation of the range-limited betweenness centrality. (a) An example of toy network. The three successive shells of C3 subnetwork of node i
are colored red, blue, green. Gray elements are not part of subnetwork. (b) The brl (i|j) values are corresponding for shells l = 1, l = 2, and l = 3. After [71].

shortcomings when applied to real networks that rapidly evolve over time. Network-based metrics like CiteRank [74] and
long gap degree [75] consider time effect. However, a fundamental question is still open: what performance of methods on
uncovering significant nodes in the growing networks?Mariani et al. [76] analyzed the relationship between the algorithm’s
efficacy and properties of the network and showed that realistic temporal effects make PageRank fail in individuating the
most valuable nodes for a broad range ofmodel parameters. Mariani et al. [77] also developed a rescaled PageRank centrality
with the explicit requirement that paper score is not biased by paper age and identified the Milestone papers [78] and
predicted significant papers [77] according to the network of citations among the 449,935 papers published by the American
Physical Society (APS) journals between 1893 and 2009.

Furthermore, Medo et al. [79] introduced discoverers as the users in data from real systemswho significantly outperform
the others in the rate of making discoveries, i.e. in being among the first ones to collect items that eventually become very
popular. Furthermore, statistical null models serve this purpose by producing random networks whilst keeping chosen
network’s properties fixed. While there is increasing interest in networks that evolve in time, we still lack a robust time-
aware framework to assess the statistical significance of their observed structural properties. Ren et al. [80] proposed a
dynamic null model that preserves both the network’s degree sequence and the time evolution of individual nodes’ degree
values. The proposed model can be used to explore the significance of widely studied network properties such as degree–
degree correlations and the relations between popular node centrality metrics.

Recently, the review [50] surveyed the existing ranking algorithms, both static and time-aware, and their applications to
evolving networks, and deep understanding of how existing ranking algorithms perform, andwhich are their possible biases
that may impair their effectiveness. Simultaneously, recent advances in predicting the significance of the node in evolving
networks have enabled the development of awide and diverse range of ranking algorithms that take the temporal dimension
into account. Here, this subsectionwill give a comparison ofmetrics based on network-basedmetrics according to a growing
networks of citation between US movies, with results presented in Fig. 5.

Normally, a citation network G = (V , E, T ) with N nodes andM links with time stamp could be described by an adjacent
matrix A = {atij} ∈ RN,N , where atij = 1 if node j is cited by node i (i.e. i → j) at time t , and aij = 0 otherwise. Now, we
introduce a few well-known metrics based on network topology.

Citations is the simplest one, which is defined as the number of times each node is cited as follows,

Ci =

∑
j

aij, (25)

where the citations could be called in-degree (kini ) as well. The corresponding out-degree of node i is defined as kouti =
∑

iaij.
Long Gap The formula for the time lag of a citation is as follows:

t = y(iout ) − y(iin), (26)

where y(i) is an age of node i, and iout and iin are the node on the outgoing and incoming sides of a link, respectively. After
calculating the time lag for every link in the network, we count the number of citations with the time lag of at least t year
that each node receives. This is the long-gap citation count [75]. It is noted that t equals 25 year in movie citation networks.
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Fig. 5. The identification ratio of five metrics on different age of significant works. We only consider top 5% raking list in movie citation networks and then
compute the number of significant works corresponding to their ages.

PageRank The node i of PageRank [73] can be calculated as the stationary solution of the recursive formula as follows,

PRi(s) =
1 − d
N

+ d
∑

j

[
aji
koutj

sgn(koutj ) +
1
N
(1 − sgn(koutj ))

]
PRj(s − 1), (27)

where d is damping factor, and sgn(x) is sign function. Mostly d equals 0.5 which is the usual choice for citation data [81].
CiteRank CiteRank algorithm is a time-dependent variant of PageRank with a teleportation term that decays exponen-

tially with node age, which is intended to favor the recent nodes and thus provide a better representation of nodes’ relevance
for the current lines of research [74]. The node of CiteRank scores CRi can be found as the stationary solution of the following
set of recursive linear equations,

CRi(s) = (1 − d)
exp(−(t − tj)/τ )∑
j exp(−(t − tj)/τ )

+ d
∑

j

[
aji
koutj

sgn(koutj ) +
1
N
(1 − sgn(koutj ))

]
CRj(s − 1), (28)

where ti is the birth date of node i and t is the time at which the scores are computed. We will set τ = 2.6 and d = 0.5 in
movie citation networks.

Rescaled methods To overcome the well-known PageRank’s bias against old nodes in citation data, CiteRank algorithm
introduces an exponential penalization for an old node. However, CiteRank score does not allow one to fairly compare papers
of different age. The rescaled methods do not depend on paper age [82]. The rescaled methods [77] is derived from Citations
and PageRank score respectively and have two steps, we take the rescaled PageRank as an example as follows,

1. Compute PageRank score for each node and label whole nodes in order of decreasing age.
2. For a node i, the mean PageRank score µi(PR), and corresponding standard deviation δi(PR) calculated by the set of

nodes j ∈ [i − ∆p, i + ∆p] which are labeled by step 1. Then, the rescaled PageRank score of node i is given as,

RPRi =
PRi − µi(PR)

δi(PR)
, (29)

where the parameter∆p represents the number of nodes in the averaging window of each node. It is noted that in order to
have the same number of nodes in each averaging window, a different definition of the averaging window is needed for the
oldest and the most recent ∆p nodes. For the oldest and the most recent nodes, one can calculate µi(PR) and δi(PR) over the
nodes j ∈ [1, 2∆p] and j ∈ [N −2∆p,N], respectively. Analogously, the rescaled citation can be computed by the above two
steps.

In theory, the calculation of the significance of the node should be independent of the age of nodes, but the above classical
or extendedmetrics couldmanifest age bias in citation networkswhichmeans that some nodes’ significance are benefit from
their age. The age bias leads to different effectiveness and applicability for identifying and predicting the significance of the
nodes.

We now discuss the performance of the metrics for predicting and identifying significant works in a movie citation
network. Movie citation network is introduced as follows: Like scientists, artists are often influenced or inspired by prior
works, for example, the famous flying bicycle scene in E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial (1982) is similar to a sequence in The Thief
of Bagdad (1924) where characters also fly in front of the moon. The movie citations come in the form of similar quotes,
similar settings, or similar movie techniques and so on. Using the movie citations between movies, we can construct a
directed network where a node is a movie, and a direct link is a citation. As the above example, we can build a directed
link from E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial (1982) to The Thief of Bagdad (1924). This network consists of 15,425 movies connected
by 42,794 citations. The whole movies produced in the United States from 1894 to 2011. The detailed description of the
movie citation network can be seen in Ref. [75].

In reality, it is difficult to measure the significance of works, because the evaluation of the true significance of the work
depends on the historical moment, and very much ‘‘in the eye of the beholder’’. By definition, we select movies from NFR,
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Oscar, and Golden Globe three representative awards in the USA filmdom as three significant work lists. The NFR highlights
‘‘culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant’’, and the requirement of films being released at least 10 years ago. But
Oscar and Golden Globe awards are an annual American awards ceremony honoring cinematic achievements in the film
industry. In addition, Oscars are awarded from a professional honorary organization, but Golden Globe awards are decided
by the wide public attention.

One can consider top 5% ranking list inmovie citation networks and calculate the identification ratio between the number
of significant works and the works with the top ranking positions. A higher identification ratio means a higher accuracy of
the metric. The age bias of metrics for identifying significant works in citation networks is revealed in Fig. 5. The mechanism
of their backside should be the main inducement that causes the age bias of metrics for identifying significant works in
citation networks.

As we know in citation network, nodes that had been cited many times in the past were more likely to be cited again.
Thus the metric of Citations naturally prefer to identifying old nodes, and Long Gap metric takes this advantage to mine
hidden significance of old nodes thoroughly. Meanwhile, the famous PageRank algorithm gets to benefit from adaptive and
parameter-free and then broadly uses in different areas of science. Compared to PageRank algorithm in favor of old nodes
in citation networks, the CiteRank allows an exponential penalization for old nodes, and successes to properly distinguish
nodeswith early age groups. Further, oneway of avoiding that themetric of Citations preferences to old nodes and PageRank
fails in the growth of networks owing to the temporal effects, the rescaled methods directly balance age bias of the targeted
metrics of Citations and PageRank. These results could give a firmer foundation for age bias of the metrics for identifying
significant nodes, which have been studied extensively to describe the dynamics of real evolving networks.

3.4. Prediction of missing nodes

The approaches are used to predict the hidden nodes are either heuristic in nature [83] or rely on rules of network
evolution [84]. Recent advance focuses on reconstructing the network using compressive sensing framework to uncover
missing nodes in complex networks [85–91]. The basic idea is that treating the system as if there was no hidden node.
The neighbors of the hidden node tend to exhibit abnormally dense interaction patterns. According to the multiple time
series analysis, some nodes in comparison with those associated with normal nodes do not have hidden nodes in their
neighborhoods. To detect a hidden node, it is necessary to identify its neighboring nodes. For an externally accessible node,
if there is a hidden node in its neighborhood, the corresponding entry in the reconstructed adjacency matrix will exhibit an
abnormally dense pattern or contain meaningless values. In addition, the estimated coefficients for the dynamical and the
coupling functions of such an abnormal node typically exhibitmuch larger variationswhen different data segments are used,
in comparison with those associated with normal nodes that do not have hidden nodes in their neighborhoods. Themultiple
time-series segments is used to calculate the variance in the reconstructed coefficient vectors for all nodes as follows.

σi =

√ 1
T

T∑
t=1

1
N

N∑
j=1

(wij − ŵij)2, (30)

where T is the number of data segments used in time-series analysis, N the network size and ŵij the average weights
over T simulations. The neighboring nodes of the hidden node are those with abnormally dense connection patterns and
significantly larger variances than others. If there are more than one hidden node or time delay, or other situation could
be seen in the review [91]. Rossi et al. [83] introduced a categorize techniques for data representation transformations in
relational domains that incorporates link transformation and node transformation as symmetric representation tasks to
predict the existence of nodes and their relevant features. In some cases, networks in which one knows how the nodes are
connected, but the class labels of the nodes or how class labels relate to the network links aremissing. Peel et al. [92] then use
the relationship between node attributes and network links to accurately predict groups of nodes with similar link patterns.

In social networks, we might know the social and geographical indicators such as age, sex, country of an individual for
whom we would like to predict unknown acquaintances. The proposed approach [93] is based on a unified representation
of the network data and metadata. The network itself is with an adjacency matrix A where an edge connects two nodes. In
the second layer, both the data and the metadata nodes are present, and the connection between them is represented by a
bipartite adjacencymatrix T . A principledmethod [93] is used to access both aspects simultaneously,which is constructed for
the data andmetadata, and a nonparametric Bayesian framework to infer its parameters from annotated data sets. Then this
feature can be used to predict the connections to missing nodes when only the metadata are available, as well as predicting
missing links. If the metadata correlate well with the network structure, the nodemembership distribution should place the
missing node with a larger likelihood in its correct group. In order to quantify the relative predictive improvement of the
metadata information for node i, the predictive likelihood ratio λi ∈ [0, 1] is defined as,

λi =
P(ai|A, T , b, c)

P(ai|A, T , b, c) + P(ai|A, b)
, (31)

where P(ai|A, T , b, c) is the node membership distribution and P(ai|A, b) is the probability conditioned on the observed
partition. For an unobserved node i, they correspond to the ith row of the augmented adjacency matrix, b = bi and c = ci
are the group memberships of the data and tag nodes respectively.
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Fig. 6. The basic procedure of link prediction.

4. Interaction-oriented microscopic prediction of network structure

The complex network abstracts from interactions of real-world networks from biological networks such as protein–
protein interaction networks, metabolic networks, food webs to information spread, scientific collaboration networks, and
online social networks. The interesting questions related the interactions can be posed as: How does the interaction pattern
change over time? What are the factors that drive an interaction? How is the interaction between two nodes affected by
other nodes? The specific problems that we need to address are to predict the likelihood of an interaction between two
nodes, knowing that the probability of interactions between the nodes in the current state of the networks. For instance, the
prediction of the actors co-starring in acts and of the collaborations in co-authorship networks, the process of recommending
items to users can be considered as a link prediction problem. Interaction-oriented predictions can be used to extract
missing links or future links [94], vanishing nodes [95], reciprocal relationships [96], spurious links [97], and so on. The basic
procedure of link prediction is shown in Fig. 6. Following the tasks, we will review link prediction in binary and bipartite
networks. Then, we will focus on the related works with predicting salient links networks and spurious links specifically.

4.1. Link prediction in complex networks

In this subsection, we will survey an array of methods for link prediction in simple complex networks. There exist a
variety of techniques for link prediction, ranging from feature-based classification, matrix property and probabilistic related
models [94,98–100]. These methods differ from each other with respect to algorithm complexity, prediction performance,
scalability, and generalization ability. We consider three types of models: (1) attributes of nodes and connections based
on network structure. The features based on network topology are the most natural for link prediction. (2) Global features
of the adjacent matrix using matrix factorization or structural perturbation of matrix, or structural Hamiltonian matrix.
(3) probabilistic approaches consist of those based on Bayesian probabilistic models and Markovian approaches.

4.1.1. Features of interaction between node and its neighbors
In fact, many works of link prediction concentrated only on the network topology. Typically, calculation of the similarity

is only based on the node neighborhoods and the ensembles of paths between a pair of nodes. Some of the well-known
structure-based prediction methods are based common neighbor and preferential attachment, path-based, and random
walk [94,98–100]. One can assume an undirected network G = (V , E) and for a node x, let Γ (x) denote the set of neighbors
of node x.

In common sense, two nodes x and y are more likely to have a link if they have many common neighbors. The simplest
measure of this neighborhood overlap is the directed count [101], namely

SCNxy = |Γ (x)
⋂

Γ (y)|. (32)

Themechanism of preferential attachment can be employed to generate evolving scale-free networks and also predict many
node attributes, where the probability that a new link is connected to the old node x is proportional to the degree of node
kx. Motived by this, the corresponding similarity index can be defined as [102]

SPAxy = kx ∗ ky. (33)

Thus, a lot of methods based on common neighbors and integrated the mechanism of preferential attachment can perform
in link prediction well as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2
Link prediction methods based on common neighbors and the mechanism of preferential attachment.

Name Similarity References

Jaccard index S Jaccardxy =
|Γ (x)

⋂
Γ (y)|

|Γ (x)
⋃

Γ (y)| [103]

Salton index Ssaltonxy =
|Γ (x)

⋂
Γ (y)|

√
kxky

[101]

Sørenson index Ssørensenxy =
2|Γ (x)

⋂
Γ (y)|

kx+ky
[104]

Hub promoted index (HPI) SHPIxy =
2|Γ (x)

⋂
Γ (y)|

min(kx,ky)
[105]

Hub depressed index (HDI) SHDIxy =
2|Γ (x)

⋂
Γ (y)|

max(kx,ky)
[106]

Leicht–Holme–Newman index (LHN1) SLHN1
xy =

2|Γ (x)
⋂

Γ (y)|
kxky

[106]

Adamic-Adar index (AA) SAAxy =
∑

z∈Γ (x)
⋂

Γ (y)
1

log kz
[102]

Resource allocation (RA) SRAxy =
∑

z∈Γ (x)
⋂

Γ (y)
1
kz

[107,108]

4.1.2. Path based methods
In the real world, the friends of a friend can become a friend. The fact suggests that the path distance between two nodes

in a social network can influence the formation of a link between them. The shorter the distance, the higher the chance that
it could happen [109]. Mathematically

Sxy = min(|px→y|). (34)

Katz [110] index is based on the all possible paths, which directly sums over the collection of paths and is exponentially
damped by the length to give the shorter paths more weights. The mathematical expression reads

Skatz = βA + β2A2
+ β2A2

+ · · · + βkAk
+ · · ·

= (I − βA)−1
− I,

(35)

where β must be lower than the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue of adjacency matrix A which ensures the convergence
of the above Eq. (35).

Being alike Katz index, Leicht–Holme–Newman Index (LHN2) [106] is defined as,

SLHN2
= γ (I + βA + β2A2

+ β2A2
+ · · · + βkAk

+ · · · )

= γ (I − βA)−1,
(36)

where γ and β are free parameters controlling the balance between the two components of the similarity
Local path index [108,111] considers three order length and is defined as,

SLP = A2
+ εA3. (37)

Furthermore, the dynamics of a random walker on the network is encoded by a transition probability matrix with
elements of the form, p(i → j) measuring the probability that a walker passes from i to j. Motived by this concept, the
dynamics of a randomwalker canbeused to the link prediction. Thus the transitionprobabilitymatrix is defined as P = D−1A,
where diagonal matrix is calculated as Dii =

∑
jAij, and corresponding to transition state at the step t which interprets as

χt . The process of a random walker is described,

χ (t + 1) = Pχ (t). (38)

The concept of hitting time comes from random walks on a network [100,112]. For two nodes, x and y in a network, the
hitting time Hx,y is defined as the expected number of steps required for a random walk starting at x to reach y. Shorter
hitting time denotes that the nodes are similar to each other, so they have a higher chance of connecting in the future.

SHTxy = E(min{χ (t) = y|χ (0) = x}), (39)

where variable x(t) = y denotes that a random walker is at node y at time t . Based on transition probability matrix, the
similarity of two nodes between x and y can be redefined as

SHTxy = 1 +

∑
w∈Γ (x)

px→wSHTwy . (40)

According to the definition, the hitting time measure is usually asymmetric. Commute Time counts the expectation of steps
used to reach node x from y, and those nodes are needed to reach node y from x. Mathematically,

SCTxy = SHTxy + SHTyx . (41)
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Commute Time also be obtained by

SCTxy = M(L+

xx + L+

yy + L+

xy), (42)

here L+ is the pseudo-inverse of matrix L = D − A. Cosine similarity based on L+ is,

Scosxy =
vT
x vy√

(vT
x vx)(vT

y vy)
=

L+
xy√

L+
xxL+

yy

, (43)

where vx = ex
√
L+ and ex is a vector of 0 except the entries corresponding to node x that is filled with 1.

According to the definition of the random walk, if the walker is allowed to return to the starting point with a probability
of 1 − λ, where λ ∈ [0, 1], then the concept is formally defined as random walk with restart (RWR) [73], whose updating
equation is described as follows,

χ (t + 1) = λPχ (t) + (1 − λ)ex. (44)

Thus, keep updating x until convergence, the stationary distribution node x can meet

χx = (1 − λ)(I − λPT )−1ex. (45)

Finally, the similarity measurement based on random walk with restart between node x and y is

SRWR
xy = χx(y). (46)

4.1.3. Global features of the adjacent matrix
We will survey link prediction using matrix factorization, structural perturbation of matrix, or structural Hamiltonian

matrix. We first review link prediction via matrix factorization [113,114]. Suppose that matrix factorization is given by

A = U
∑

V T , (47)

where R is the rank of A, U and V are orthogonal matrices of sizes M and N respectively, and is a diagonal matrix
∑

of
singular values σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σR > 0. It is well known that the best rank-k approximation of A is then given by,

A ≈ Uk

∑
k

V T
k (48)

where Uk and Vk comprise the first kth columns of U and V and
∑

k is the kth principal sub-matrix of
∑

. A matrix of scores
for predicting future links can be calculated as,

S =

∑
k

σkukv
T
k , (49)

where uk and vk are the kth columns of U and V respectively.
Kunegis et al. [114] generalized dimensionality reductionmethods to solve the link prediction problem. LetA and B be two

adjacency matrices of the training and test set for the link prediction, and have the same node set, a spectral transformation
functions F that maps A to Bwith minimal error is given by the solution to the following optimization problem:

minF∥F (A) − B∥F

s.t. F ∈ S
(50)

where ∥.∥F denotes the Frobenius norm. Here, the constraint ensures that the function F belongs to the family of spectral
transformation functions (S). If give a symmetric matrix A = UΛUT , one can get F (A) = UF (Λ)UT for such an F , where F (A)
applies the corresponding function on reals to each eigenvalue separately.

Structural perturbation method (SPM) [115] is based on the hypothesis that the features of a network are stable if a
small fraction of edges is randomly removed. In SPM, a small fraction of edges ∆A is removed from the network. Obviously,
A = AR

+ ∆A. Thus adjacent matrix AR of the remaining network is decomposed into,

AR
=

N∑
k=1

λkukuT
k , (51)

where λk and uk are the eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector for AR respectively. After perturbation, the eigenvalue
λk is corrected to be λk + ∆λk and its corresponding eigenvector is corrected to be uk + ∆uk,

(AR
+ ∆A)(uk + ∆uk) = (λk + ∆λk)(uk + ∆uk), (52)
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multiply by ∆uT
k and neglecting second-order terms uT

k∆A∆uk and ∆λkuT
k∆uk, one can obtain

∆λk ≈
uT
k∆Auk

uT
kuk

. (53)

Use the perturbed eigenvalues and keep eigenvectors unchanged, then perturbed matrix can be obtained by

Ã =

N∑
k=1

(λk + ∆λk)ukuT
k . (54)

The similarity of nodes i and j is given by the corresponding value of the matrix Ã = {ãij}.
The algorithmic framework of structural Hamiltonian can simply summary that the probability of links in a network is

estimated according to a predefined structural Hamiltonian [116]. The existence score of a non-observed link is quantified
by the conditional probability of adding the focal link to the network while the spurious probability of an observed link is
quantified by the conditional probability of deleting the link. The basic idea is considered the high-order loops, and then a
structural Hamiltonian is defined as

H(A) = −

kc∑
k=3

βk ln(TrAk) (55)

βk are the temperature parameters and the optimal kc . When k > 2, the number of loops of length k that start and end at
node i is [Ak

]ij. Because of A = UTΛU and Tr(Ak) = Tr(UTΛkU) = Tr(ΛkUTU) = Tr(Λk) =
∑N

i=1λ
k
i . Thus, the structural

Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

H(A) = −

kc∑
k=3

βk ln(
N∑
i=1

λk
i ). (56)

Give an observed network Ao, and the probe set AP , one can see A = AO
+ AP . The parameter to maximize the probability of

the appearance of AO accords to

P(AO) =
1
Z
exp[−H(Ao)], (57)

where Z =
∑

A′∈M exp(−H(A′)). The conditional probability of the appearance of the link (x, y) based on the observed
network,

Sxy =
1
Zxy

exp(−H(
∼

A (x, y))), (58)

where
∼

A (x, y) is the network s that the observed network by adding the link (x, y), and Zxy is a normalization factor which
and plays no role in producing the prediction. In the spurious link identification problem. The spurious can be estimated by
the conditional probability of the absence of this link where equation

∼

A (x, y) is corresponding to the observed network Ao

by removing the link (x, y).

4.1.4. Probabilistic models
Bayesian approaches A Bayesian network encodes probabilistic relationships among distinctions of interest in an

uncertain-reasoning problem. The Bayesian approach to learning Bayesian networks amounts to searching for network-
structure hypotheses with high relative posterior probabilities. Bayesian networks have been shown to provide a good
representation language for statistical patterns in real-world domains. By learning a Bayesian network from data, we can
obtain a deeper understanding of our domain and the statistical dependencies in it.

Suppose a domain of discrete variables {x1, x2, . . . , xn} = U , and a database of cases {C1, C2, . . . , Cn} = D, one wishes
to determine the joint distribution P(C |D, xi) of a new case C . Given the database and current state of information ξ . Rather
than reason about this distribution directly, the data is regarded as a random sample from an unknown Bayesian network
structure Bs with unknown parameters. Use Bh

s to denote the hypothesis that the data is generated by network structure,
one can assume the hypotheses corresponding to all possible network structures form a mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive set [117],

p(C |D, ξ ) =

∑
allBhs

p(C |D, Bh
s , ξ )p(B

h
s |D, ξ ). (59)

In practice, it is impossible to sum over all possible network structures. Consequently one can attempt to identify a small
subset H of network-structure hypotheses that account for a large fraction of the posterior probability of the hypotheses.
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Rewriting the previous equation, p(C |D, ξ ) is

p(C |D, ξ ) ≈
1∑

Bhs ∈H
p(Bh

s |D, ξ )

∑
Bhs ∈H

p(C |D, Bh
s , ξ )p(B

h
s |D, ξ ). (60)

From this relation, one can see that only the relative posterior probabilities of hypotheses matter.
The Bayesian approach is not only an approximation for P(C |D, ξ ) but a method for learning network structure. When

|H| = 1, one can learn a single network structure: the MAP (maximum a posteriori) structure of U . When |H| > 1, one
can learn a collection of network structures. Heckerman et al. [118] proposed probabilistic entity-relationship model not
only for the attributes in a relational model, but also for the relational structure itself. Yu et al. [119] proposed a family of
stochastic relational models (SRM) for the link prediction. The key idea of SRM is to model the stochastic structure of links
via a tensor interaction of multiple Gaussian processes (GP). Consider pairwise asymmetric links l between nodes, the local
measurements of a real-valued latent relational function t can be derived as: the network is U × U → R, and each link li,n
is solely dependent on its latent value ti,n, modeled by the likelihood p(li,n|ti,n). Let the relational processes be characterized
by hyperparameter θ = {θΣ , θΩ}, θΣ for the GP kernel function on U and θΩ for the GP kernel function on U , a SRM defines
a Bayesian prior p(t|θ ) for the latent variables t . Thus, the link likelihood under such a prior is

p(R∏
|θ ) =

∫
Πp(ri,n|ti,n)

(i,n)∈
∏ p(t|θ )dt, (61)

θ = {θΣ , θΩ}where RΠ = {ri,n}(i,n)ıΠ . The hyperparameter θ is estimated bymaximizing the evidence, which is an empirical
Bayesian approach to learn the relational structure of data. Once θ is determined, the link for a new pair of entities can be
predicted by marginalization over the a posteriori p(t|Rl, θ ).

Stochastic block model (SBM) [97] can capture the community structure, where nodes are partitioned into groups and
the probability that two connected nodes depend solely on the groups to which they belong. Assume that the observed
network is a realization of an underlying probabilistic model, either because the network itself is the result of a stochastic
process. The set of generative modelsm could conceivably generate the networks, and p(M|A) the probability thatM ∈ m is
the model that is closed to the observed network A. If get a new observation of the network, the outcome would, in general,
be different from A; Using Bayes theorem, the probability p(X = x) for an arbitrary network property X is

p(X = x|A) =

∫
m p(X = x|M)p(A|M)dM∫

m p(A|M ′)dM ′
, (62)

where p(X = x|M) is the probability that X = x in the network generatedwithmodelM , andwhere p(A|M) is the probability
thatmodelM gives rise toA among all possible adjacencymatrices, and p(M) is a priori probability thatmodelM is the correct
one. Within the family of stochastic block models, one can evaluate the likelihood of each model M because the probability
of any two nodes i and j being connected depends only on the groups to which they belong.

LBm(A|P,Q ) =

∏
α≤β

Q
lαβ

αβ (1 − Qαβ )rαβ−lαβ , (63)

where lαβ is the number of links in A between nodes in groups α and β of the partition P , and rαβ is the maximum number
of such links (that is, the number of pairs of nodes such that one node is in α and the other is in β).

Markovian approaches A parameterized probabilistic model (PPM) of network evolution [120] displayed that the
structure of a network probabilistically changes over time. The basic idea behind the model is as follows: If you have a
friend who has a strong influence on you, your association will be highly affected by the friend’s association. Based on the
hypothesis: φ(t) is the edge label function at time t , and changes over time. A Markov model in which φ(t +1) depends only
on φ(t). An edge label is copied from node l to node m randomly with probability wlm as time evolves. Node k has a strong
influence on node i, and there is an edge between node k and node j. Following the above hypothesis, there will likely be an
edge between node i and node j. Similarly, if there are no edges between k and j, there will likely be no edge between i and j.
There are two possible ways for ϕ

(t)
ij to assume a particular edge label. One possibility is that node k has copied an edge label

to node i or to node j. The other is that ϕ
(t+1)
ij = ϕ

(t)
ij and nothing has happened (indicating that a copy happened somewhere

else in the network). Following the above discussion, the probability ϕ
(t+1)
ij of an edge existing between node i and node j at

time t + 1 can be written as

ϕ
(t+1)
ij =

1
N − 1

(
∑
k̸=ij

wkjϕ
(t)
ki + wkiϕ

(t)
kj ) + (1 −

1
N − 1

(
∑
k̸=i,j

wkj + wki))ϕ
(t)
ij , (64)

for the case when the copy happens if k copies its label to node i, then k should already have an edge with j. If k copies its
label to node j, it should already have an edge with i.

The relational Markov network (RMN) is the relational counterpart of Markov Networks [121]. Let V denotes a set of
discrete random variables, and v is an instantiation of the variables in V . A Markov network for V defines a joint distribution
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over V through an undirected dependency network and a set of parameters. For a network G, if C(G) is the set of cliques (not
necessarily maximal), the Markov network defines the distribution,

p(v) =
1
Z

∏
c∈C(G)

φc(vc), (65)

where Z is the standard normalizing factor, Vc is the node set of the clique c , and φc is a clique potential function. RMN
specifies the cliques using the notion of a relational clique template.

Wang et al. [122] developed a local probabilistic model namelyMRF for link prediction. The process contains three steps.
The first step is to find a collection of central neighborhood sets. Given two nodes x and y, their central neighborhood sets can
be found in many ways. The most natural way is to find the shortest path between x and y and then all the nodes along this
path can belong to one central neighborhood set. Assume that the set Q contains all the nodes that are present in any of the
central neighborhood set. The second step is to obtain the training data for theMRFmodel, which is taken from the event log
of the social network. Typically a social network is formed by a chronological set of events where two or more actors in the
network participate. In case of co-authorship network, co-authoring an article by two or more persons in the network is an
event. This collection consisted of the set of events is further refined to include only the nodes belonging to the setQ . Assume
this collection is the set Vα . In the final step, an MRF model (say, M) is trained from the training data. This training process
is translated to a maximum entropy optimization problem which is solved by iterative scaling algorithm. The PM (Q ) is the
probability distribution over the power set ofQ . Thus, the link prediction can be changed to solve the following optimization
problem,

PM (Q ) = argmax
p∈P

H(p), (66)

where H(p) = −
∑

xp(x) log p(x). Once the model PM (Q ) is built, one can use inference to estimate the joint probability
between the nodes x and y. The advantage of a local mode is that the number of variables in the set VQ is small, so exact
inference is feasible.

Empirical evidence indicates that many real networks are hierarchically organized. Clauset et al. [123] focused on the
hierarchical structure inherent in social and biological networks and proposed the hierarchical structure model (HSM) to
predict missing links. Each internal node r is associated with a probability Pr and the connecting probability of a pair of
nodes is equal to pr ′ where r ′ is the lowest common ancestor of these two nodes. Give a real network G and a dendrogram
D, and let Er be the number of edges in G whose endpoints have r as their lowest common ancestor in D, Lr and Rr are the
number of leaves in the left and right subtrees rooted at r respectively. Then the likelihood of the dendrogram D together
with a set of pr is

L(D, Pr ) =

∏
r

PEr
r (1 − pr )LrRr−Er . (67)

For a fixed D, it is obvious that p∗
r = Er/(LrRr ), then maximizes L(D, Pr ). Therefore, according to the maximum likelihood

method by Eq. (67) and with a fixed D, it is easy to determine Pr that best fits the network G.

4.2. Link prediction in bipartite networks for recommendation

Over the last decade, the rapid growth of information in both online and offline leads to an information overload
problem [124,125]. Lots of online surfers would confuse that which one is the best when searching, reading, shopping,
entertaining, or even dating [19,126,127]. As shown in Fig. 7, we present an example of a bipartite network which is
constituted by the records of consumer purchases. One can recommend an object to a user based on his/her similar past
purchases with others or the purchase records of those who have some resemblance to him/her. In a broad view, the
personalized recommendations can serve for each consumer depending on the past purchases of the consumer as well
as information relating to the similarity of other consumers or items. With this concept, many online business platforms
such as Alibaba, Amazon are reported to develop sophisticated information filtering systems to boost their online sales.
Therefore, the recommendation (i.e. link prediction in bipartite networks) is reduced to the problem that estimating the
valuation for products that have not been seen by consumers in the fact that millions of products exist in online business
platform [128,129].

Due to its significance for economy and society, designing an effective recommendation system has received wide
attractions in many branches of science such as computer science, information science and interdisciplinary physics
[128–130]. One of the most promising information filtering algorithms is the collaborative filtering (CF) [131,132]. The
CF makes work according to the database of the users’ past history of purchases and the product searching records to
offer the personalized recommendation. The generic CF is classified into two broad groups which were memory-based
and model-based methods as shown in Fig. 8 [130,133]. The memory-based methods predict missing information and
recommend products based on similarity measures between users and products [132,134]. Themodel-based algorithms use
the collection of the user and object information to learn an information filtering model by clustering [135], Bayesian [136],
matrix factorization [137,138] and machine learning techniques [139,140].
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Fig. 7. A recommender can bemodeled as in a bipartite network. The recommendation has become a promising and effectiveway to filter out the irrelevant
information and provides personalized suggestions according to the track of past purchases of users. The basic idea in the quantification of similarity
between two users is based on the number of objects which have been chosen by both users in the past. It is also possible to define a similarity between
two objects based on the number of users who have chosen them.

Being different from the perspective computer sciences, the interdisciplinary physics approaches adapted the complex
network theory and various classical physics processes have provided some new insights and solutions for the challenges
in the active field of the recommendation [129,141,142], for instance, a diffusion process analogous to the heat conduction
process across a bipartite complex network [143], a network-based inference method considering the resource allocation
dynamics on bipartite complex networks [44], the opinion diffusion [144] and the gravity principle [145] being extended
in the recommendation, the information core and information backbone [146,147] shed some light on the in-depth
understanding of the recommendation. Further, the review [129] highlighted a prospect of physicists to a comprehensive
guide to recommendation algorithms.

The related CF and interdisciplinary algorithms have already been successfully applied to many well-known recommen-
dation platforms. Meanwhile, many recent works have been devoted to study the expansion of both algorithms, for instance
hybrid method [148,149], biased-heat conduction [150,151], multi-channel diffusion [152], preferential diffusion [45,46],
hybrid diffusion [47], direct random walks method based on CF [153], hypergraph model with social tag [154,155], multi-
linear interactivematrix factorization [156]. These algorithmswould further improve the efficiency of the recommendation.

By referring to them, there could exist a simple general formula behind CF, interdisciplinary physics algorithms as well
as the extension methods. Motivated by this idea, Ren et al. [157] proposed a simple general model in which employing
the dynamics of the random walk in bipartite networks and then derive an analytical expression for tunable parameters
of the transition probability matrix. When taking into account the degree information, the process of random walkers can
be equivalent to the representative algorithms such as the CF [131,132], heat conduction method [144], network-based
inference method [44], hybrid method [148].

Recently, some advance gives promising solutions which aggregate complex network analysis and machine learning
techniques. For instance, a novel method named the Multi-Linear Interactive Matrix Factorization (MLIMF) model the
interactions between users and the factors (e.g. emotions, locations, the time, movie genres, movie directors), which may
have the significant influence on the user’s decision process [156]. In addition, a superior latent collaborative retrieval model
(TIIREC) integrate the possible item-based information into basic latent collaborative retrieval model [158]. The proposed
model can be easily generalized to deal withmany other tasks involving tomodel ternary interaction among entities such as
collaborative image annotation, personalized search. The purpose of recommendation can be simply defined as generating
a personalized ranking list of objects to fit a particular user’s tastes with respect to a given query. To achieve this goal,
the proposed approaches define a scoring function f (·) to represent the relevance of a given triple (query, user, object)
∈ Q × U × O, where Q , U , O denote the set of queries, users, objects respectively.

In practice, only the top-k retrieved objects could draw users’ attention. Thereby, the learned scoring function f (·)
should promote users’ interesting objects to high position as much as possible for a particular query. Analogous to matrix
factorization approaches, the relationship between each pair entities can be measured by the dot-product of their latent
factor vector (LCR). Formally, LCR’s parameter space includes matrices S ∈ R|Q |×n, V ∈ R|U |×n, T ∈ R|O|×n, which denotes
the feature matrix of queries, users, and objects, respectively. To preciously evaluate a user’s preference on an object with
respect to a given query, LCR additionally allocates each user u an encoder matrix Uu ∈ Rn×n. The scoring function f (·) of LCR
model can be then given as follows:

fLCR(q, u, o) = SqUuT T
o + VuT T

o , (68)

where Sq represents the row of S corresponding to query q. Vu is the row of V corresponding to user u, and To denotes the
row of T corresponding to object o.
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Fig. 8. Traditional models of recommendation and their relationships from the perspective of computer sciences. After [130].

Then objects’ collaborative information based on the assumption is regarded objects as the media node could leverage
the similar objects with rich descriptive terms to improve the performance of retrieval systems on estimating the ranks of
sparse objects. Consequently, TIIREC can be modified as:

f = fLCR + SqAoV T
u , (69)

where Ao is the linear transformation matrix of object a.

4.3. Predicting salient links and extracting network backbone

Predicting salient links or extracting network backbone in the complex network is one of the most challenging tasks.
Many concepts have been proposed to address this problem such as centrality statistics, coarse graining [159–161], which
consists of grouping nodes based on topological role in the complex network. In complex networks, the distribution of link
weights are usually broadly and few edges account for most of the total weight, so there is a viable option that keeping just
the largest weights and set a threshold. If the weights are larger than a predefined threshold, the links could be preserved
[162–165]. These remaining links can be regarded as salient links or network backbone. Selecting links with a predefined
threshold toward the largest weights would destroy the heterogeneity in the distribution of link weights. This is a crucial
feature of complex weighted networks.

Meanwhile, there are a few methods capable of filtering the information on the links so as to respect the multiscale
structure of complex weighted networks. Such techniques include a two-stage algorithm [166], a method based on
a multilevel network analysis [167], and based on the immediate neighborhood of each node [168]. However, global
thresholding methods have a shortcoming which introduces a predefined threshold. To avoid that, one may construct a
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maximum spanning tree [169], whereas many links as possible are removed such to maintain the connectedness of the
network and to keep the largest possible total weight on the remaining links. This traditional technique is also not ideal,
as it reduces the network to a tree, whereas cycles are very important structural features of complex networks. In this
subsection, we will review three classifications of methods based on centrality statistics, global threshold methods and
maximum spanning tree.

4.3.1. Centrality statistics
Betweenness centrality b and link salience s [170] is based on the notion of shortest paths in weighted networks. Given

a weighted network defined by the weight matrix wij and a shortest path that originates at node x and terminates at node
y it is convenient to define the indicator function σij(y, x) = 1 if link i → j is on the shortest path from x to y, otherwise 0.
Edge-betweenness is defined according to

bij =
1
N2

∑
x,y

σij(y, x). (70)

A shortest path tree T (x) rooted at node x can be represented as a matrix with elements.

Tij(x) =

⎧⎨⎩1 if
∑
y

σij(y, x) > 0;

0 otherwise
(71)

and then salience sij of link i → j is given by

sij =
1
N

∑
x

Tij(x). (72)

There are many criteria to extract the backbone of complex networks on the basis of the topology and dynamics. The
hierarchical backbone can be characterized in terms of the concepts of hierarchical degree according to the interpretation
of the network weight matrix as a transition matrix, which expresses the total weights of virtual edges established along
successive transitions [171]. Glattfelder et al. [167] interpreted such networks as systems in which mass is created at some
nodes and transferred to the nodes upstream. The amount of mass flowing along a link from node i to node j is given by the
scalar quantity associated with the node j, times the weight of the link,Wijvj. The backbone corresponds to the subnetwork
in which a preassigned fraction of the total flow of the system is transferred. Use a unique process-based approach based
on the Boolean model to decompose a network into motifs and then apply this technique to two cell-cycle networks, Wang
et al. [172] found that each of these networks contains a giant backbone motif spanning all the network nodes that provide
themain functional response for two cell-cycle networks. The backbone is, in fact, the smallest network capable of providing
the desired functionality.

The extraction of network backbone also can use mutual information from nonlinear time series analysis and between-
ness from complex network theory. The discovery of backbone of the climate network accords to uncovering novel pathways
of global energy and dynamical information flow in the climate system [173]. Tumminello et al. [174] extracted a subgraph
that can be embedded on a surface of the genus which is a topologically invariant property of a surface defined as the largest
number of nonisotopic simple closed curves that can be drawn on the surface without separating it, i.e., the number of
handles in the surface. The key idea of the method that networks with different degrees of complexity can be constructed
by iteratively linking the most strongly connected nodes under the constraint of generating graphs that can be embedded
on a surface of a given genus.

In addition, some predicting measures are derived from insights about the topological connectivity and the nonlinear
dynamics of the networks. Witthaut et al. [175] integrated the overall network topology with the load distribution resulting
from the collective network dynamics and present nonlocal relations to identify a network’s response to link failures. On
this basis, two network-based strategies were proposed to identify critical links as quantifying the redundant capacity of the
network and estimate the flow rerouting through developing a renormalized linear response theory.

4.3.2. Global thresholding methods
Global thresholdingmethods based on the local identification of the statistically relevantweight heterogeneities can filter

out the network backbone and salient links in weighted networks with a strong disorder, preserving structural properties
and hierarchies at all scales. The practical procedure can describe that the preserved edges represent statistically significant
deviations with respect to a null model for the local assignment of weights to edges. Serrano et al. [168] built this framework
to extract the multiscale backbone of complex weighted networks. Marotta et al. [176] extended to detect the backbone
of the weighted bipartite network of the Japanese credit market relationships. The procedure can describe as follows, an
undirected weighted network with nonnegative link weights between node i and node j. pij = wij/

∑ki
l=1wil denotes the

fractional edge weight between node i and node j. This edge distribution at node i is compared to a null model in which
ki − 1 points are thrown down on the unit interval to create a random distribution of ki weights that sum to one. An edge is
declared to be significant if the probability of observing an edge fraction p larger than pij under the null model is less than
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some fixed value, i.e. P(p > pij) < α for a fixed α. The null model is defined as anomalous fluctuations which provides the
expectation for the disparity measure of a given node in a pure random case.

Zhang et al. [177] proposed a globally and locally adaptive network backbone (GLANB) extractionmethod by synthetically
considering the topological structure, i.e. the weights of the links and the degrees of the nodes. The GLANB measures the
statistical importance SI ij of link (i, j) by using a null model to calculate the probability. The involvement Iij is compatible
with the null hypothesis and defined as edge betweenness or other centrality. The statistical importance SIij is defined as

SI ij = 1 −

∫ Iij

0
f (x; ki)dx, (73)

where ki ≥ 2 is the degree of node i. In this study, the involvement follows a uniform distribution, which is similar to what
the disparity filter method has performed for the normalized weights of the links as described as Eq. (73). Thus,

SI ij = (1 − Iij)ki−1. (74)

To control the impact of the degree on the statistical importance, a parameter is added to the formula as follows:

SI ij = (1 − Iij)(ki−1)c . (75)

If c = 0 then the statistical importance SI ij is determined only by Iij and is not affected directly by the degree. As c increases,
the impact of the degree becomes larger. The smaller the value of SI ij is, themore significantly the link (i, j) is not compatible
with a random distribution. The GLANB can identify a backbone of a network by setting the significance level α for the
SI ij based on the distribution of SI , or identify the hierarchical backbones by setting different significance levels since the
backbone under high significance level will contain the backbone under low significance level.

Radicchi et al. [178] proposed the Global Statistical Significance (GloSS) method, which satisfies these constraints that
the edge between nodes i and j with observed weight wij. The degrees and strengths of i and j are ki, kj, si, and sj. This can
be formalized by means of a Bayesian approach. Give the degrees and strengths of its end nodes, the probability to observe
weight wij ̸= 0 on the edge reads

p(wij|si, ki, sj, kj) = pobs(wij)
p(si, sj|wij, ki, kj)
p(si, sj|ki, kj)

. (76)

The denominator on the right-hand side is a normalization factor, while Pobs(wij) is a well-defined number. In order to
estimate the term in the numerator onemust take into account thatwij, ki, kj are given, and so the free variables contributing
to si and sj are the weights of the remaining ki − 1 and kj − 1 connections between nodes i and j, respectively. These weights
can be treated as independent random variables in the null model, with the only restrictions that

∑
k̸=jwik = si − wij and∑

k̸=iwjk = sj − wij. Finally, an edge is declared to be significant if the probability of observing an edge fraction p larger than
p(wij|si, ki, sj, kj) under the null model is less than some fixed value, i.e. P(p > p(wij|si, ki, sj, kj)) < α for a fixed α. Despite its
apparently high complexity, the computation of the significance level can be carried out numerically in a fast and accurate
way.

Foti et al. [179] developed the backbone extraction namely backbone extraction locally adaptive network sparsification
(LANs) that did not rely on any particular null model but used the empirical distribution of similarity weight to determine
and then retain statistically significant edges. Assume the degree of a node to be the number of positively weighted edges
incident to that node. For each node i and all neighbors j. The fraction of non-zero edges with weight less than or equal to pij,

f (ij) =
1
ki

ki∑
l=1

δ(pil ≤ pij), (77)

where δ(·) is the indicator function. For each edge, this gives the probability of choosing an edge at random of fractional
weight less than or equal to pij. If 1 − f (ij) is less than a predetermined significance level α, the edge is locally significant
and include it in the backbone network. Thus, the salient links are the ones that are statistically significant at the level α and
cannot be explained by random variation.

4.3.3. Maximum spanning trees
Scellato et al. [180] extracted the backbone of a network called Maximum Centrality Spanning Trees (MCSTs), i.e. maxi-

mumweight spanning trees where the edge weight is defined as the centrality of the edge. The edge information centrality
is a measure relating the edge importance to the ability of the network to respond to the deactivation of the edge itself. The
network performance, before and after a certain edge is deactivated, is measured by the efficiency of the network G. The
information centrality of a link C I

α is defined as the relative drop in the network efficiency caused by the removal from G of
the edge l.

C I
α = 1 −

eff G′

eff G
. (78)
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The efficiency of the network,

eff G =
1

N(N − 1)

∑
i̸=j

1
dij

, (79)

where G′ is the network with N nodes and l − 1 edges obtained by removing edge α from the original network G.
Transport properties in random and scale-free networks are studied by analyzing the betweenness centrality B dis-

tribution P(B) in the minimum spanning trees (MSTs) and infinite incipient percolation clusters (IIPCs) of the networks.
Choi et al. [181] studied the transport property in complex networks through the scaling behavior of P(B) on two different
transport backbones, MST and IIPC. From the numerical analyses, it is found that P(B) measured on the transport backbones
scales as P(B) ∼ B−δ . The transport backbones of the constructed networks are extracted. IIPC is obtained in the following
way. Starting from the given network, a link is randomly chosen to be removed. Then, k =

⟨
k2

⟩
/⟨k⟩ is checked. If k > 2,

the removing process of links is continued. Otherwise, the removing process is stopped because the largest cluster in the
network becomes IIPC [164,182] at k = 2. To extract MSTs of constructed scale-free and random networks, a weight wij to
each link between nodes i and j is assigned by three assignment schemes. The simplest one is the randomweight assignment
scheme inwhichwij is a randomnumber in the interval [0, 1] [183]. In the secondweight assignment scheme,wij = 1/(kikj).
An example of this kind of weighted networks is a scientist collaboration network. In the third weight assignment scheme,
wij = kikj. An example of the third kind is the airport network. Then, MSTs are extracted by using Prim’s algorithm [184] or
consider their equilibrium properties and transfer to an optimization problem [185].

Kim et al. [186] demonstrated that the spanning tree separation(STS) was a link salience measure able to identify the
backbone of networks. Link salience shares the underlying edge centrality idea with the STS: the more pathways go through
an edge, the more important it is. The STS uses spanning trees for pathways. Consider a simple network G = (V , E) with N
nodes andM edges, the number of spanning trees containing an edge eij is

STS(G)eij = bii + bjj − 2bij. (80)

With B = {bij} = Det(Kα).K−1
α . Kα is the augmented Kirchhoff matrix. It equals to the determinant of the Kirchhoff matrix

K (the degree matrix minus the adjacency matrix) of D, with the rows and columns corresponding to the element being
deleted. The important links represent the informative backbone of a network.

4.3.4. Extracting network backbone in bipartite networks
Online systems exist a group of core users who carry most of the information for recommendation [147,187,187]. Zhang

et al. [147] proposed two types of criterion combining the time-aware and topology-aware to extract the backbone which
contains the essential information for the recommender systems. In order to examine whether it is abundant (or even
misleading) information in the online user–object bipartite networks, two categories of link removal algorithms are given:
time-aware strategy and topology-aware strategy. The time-aware strategy uses the time information to assign a score for
each pair of connected nodes, which is directly defined as their relevance with the underlying assumption that a relevant
connection is likely to be a part of the information backbone for the recommendation. Here are four typical algorithms:

(1) System oldest removal (SOR): The link appeared earliest among all the remaining links is removed.
(2) System newest removal (SNR): The link appeared latest among all the remaining links is removed.
(3) Individual oldest removal (IOR): The oldest link for each target user is removed.
(4) Individual newest removal (INR): The newest link for each target user is removed.
Topology-aware algorithms use the network structure to compute the relevance of each link iα. Here four typical

algorithms are defined:
(1)Most popular removal (MPR): The popularity of a link liα is defined as kikα , where ki is degree of user i. One can calculate

the popularity of all the remaining links and remove the most popular links.
(2) Least popular removal (LPR): The most unpopular links will be removed.
(3) Most rectangles removal (MRR): A rectangle is defined as a subgraph consisting of four links from two users to two

items. One can calculate the number of rectangles that each link belongs to, then remove the link with most rectangles.
(4) Fewest rectangles removal (FRR): One can remove the link with fewest rectangles. In order to make all the algorithms

comparable, all links should be removed in 50 macro-steps. Therefore, around 2 percent links will be chosen in each macro-
step.

Alternatively, the strategy based on heat conduction method [144] and network-based inference method [44] can be
described in a more intuitive way [187]. The initial resources placed on objects are first evenly divided among neighboring
users and then evenly divided among those users’ neighboring objects. In a real network, there can be a lot of neighboring
users who have common objects with the target user. Only a few of themost relevant neighboring users should be taken into
account in the diffusion. By doing this, therewill be less computation in the recommendation and the noisy information from
the less relevant users can be reduced. Accordingly, Zeng et al. [187] proposed the k-Nearest NeighborMassDiffuse (KNNMD)
method in which only the k nearest neighbors of the target users will be considered. Four different ways can be used to
identify the most relevant neighbors: (1) Random. When the resources are located at the user side, the random method
randomly selects k users as the neighbors; (2) Degree-based. The degree-based method selects k users with the largest
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degrees as neighbors; (3) Resource-based. The resource-based method selects k users with the largest received resources as
the neighbors; (4) Similarity-based ones. It is need to compute the similarities between the target user and other users.

To be able to extract network backbone from weighted bipartite networks. For example, in a country–product trading
bipartite network, the Revealed Comparative Advantage [188] is used to parameterize the volume of trade interaction in
order to determine whether a trade interaction can be significant or not. One can calculate whether a country’s share of a
product’s world market, is larger or smaller than the product’s share of the entire whole market. Mathematically,

RCAcp =
vcp/

∑
c vcp∑

p vcp/
∑

c
∑

p vcp
, (81)

where vcp is the volume of trade interaction between a country c and a product p. The natural cutoff used to determine
whether a trade interaction has revealed comparative advantage is RCA ≥ λ. At this point, the country’s share of that
product’s market is equal or larger than the product’s share of the whole market.

4.4. Discovering spurious links

Many observed networks have been discovered to have a class of spurious links. The existence of such spurious links often
leads to confusion andmisrepresentation in the complex networks. To solve this problem, Guimera et al. [97] quantified the
ability to discover spurious links by adding random links to the true network, and then ranking the link reliabilities (again, in
decreasing order), finally calculating the probability that a false positive (i.e. AO

ij = 1 and AT
ij = 0) is ranked lower than a true

positive (i.e. AO
ij = 1 and AT

ij = 1). This process is similar to the framework of the link prediction. So, most of the approaches
of link prediction can be used to discover the spurious links such as utilizing link prediction to discover spurious links in
the case of protein interaction networks [189] and the stochastic block model to predict spurious links in heterogeneous
military network [190].

Recently, the set of attributes in the context information can be developed to clean the spurious links [191]. Accordingly,
Zeng et al. [192] proposed a hybrid method that combines similarity-based index and edge-betweenness centrality. The
method can effectively eliminate the spurious interactions while leaving the network connected and preserving the
network’s functionalities. The hybrid index is proposed to combine the similarity-based and the centrality-based approaches.
The underlying idea is that a link is a true one either if it connects similar nodes or if it has a central position in the network.
This strategy avoids the removal of important links so that the network’s properties and functions are preserved with the
small drawback of failing to identify a few spurious interactions.

Rhyb
ij = λ

RCN
ij

max(RCN )
+ (1 − λ)

RBC
ij

max(RBC )
, (82)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a tunable parameter.
Besides monopartite networks, the solution can be extended to bipartite networks [193]. The basic idea is that the

local diffusion processes are used to measure the inter-similarity (the similarity between nodes of different kinds) in
bipartite networks. The inter-similarity reveals asymmetry if the diffusion is applied in different directions. Accordingly, a
bi-directional hybrid diffusionmethod is shown to achieve higher accuracy than the existing diffusionmethods in predicting
spurious links in bipartite networks.

5. Macroscopic prediction of network structure

5.1. Community prediction

5.1.1. Community detection
Communities are usually groups of nodes having higher probability of being connected to each other than to members of

other groups as shown in Fig. 9. The rich set of interactions between individuals in the society results in the community
structure corresponding to an actual community such as a group of people brought together by a common interest, a
common location or workplace or family ties. In the past decade, there are many related works and surveys that refer to
network community detection in complex networks. Fortunato et al. [194] presented a comprehensive review in the area
of community detection for undirected networks from a statistical physics perspective, and recently gave a user guide for
community detection in [195]. Another survey [196] is to review themethods and algorithms proposed by thewider research
community to dealwith the clustering in directed networks. A variety of basicmeasures andmetrics are available that can tell
us about small-scale structure in networks, such as correlations, connections and recurrent patterns, the review [197,198]
discussed community detection onmediumand large scaleswherewe areworkingwith larger or denser networks. Networks
that can have big size and introduces algorithmic methods for community detection and the development of such methods
has been a highly active area of research in the past few years. Thus, the detailed surveys of the metrics proposed for
community detection and evaluation can also be introduced in an amount of review literature [199–204].
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Fig. 9. An example of community detection.

5.1.2. Evolution of community structure
Consider the real situation that frequent changes in the activity and communication patterns of individuals, the associated

social and communication networks evolve constantly. The most referred methods governing the underlying community
evolution is limited.We give attention to the recentworkswhich highlighted the community detection in evolving networks
or the evolving community. Yang et al. [205] investigated the evolution properties of the new community members for
dynamic networks. Onnela et al. [206] analyzed the communication patterns ofmillions ofmobile phone users, and observed
a coupling between interaction strengths and the network’s local structure, which significantly slows the diffusion process,
resulting in dynamic trapping of information in communities. An alternative aim is to reduce the computational complexity
needed to track the evolving behavior of large networks [207].

Since the network topology is changing continuously, the quantitative description of social networks has to be dynamic.
How does network structure affect diffusion? Recent studies [208] suggested that the answer depends on the type of
contagion. Hence, the spread within highly clustered communities is enhanced, while diffusion across communities is
hampered. Karan et al. [209] tried to capture the essential part of the dynamics and observed that community structuremight
have evolved from an earlier simpler configuration and what could be its future configuration based on a set of measurable
parameters, each with clear meaning in the context of social interaction and social dynamics.

To better understand the relationship between structural communities, due to purely topological connectivity, and the
functional clusters, due to the interplay between structure and dynamics. A way based on random walk dynamics can be
used to predict and identify the emergence of functional modules in collective phenomena [210]. Palla et al. [211] developed
a method based on clique percolation to uncover community evolution. The basic idea is on networks capturing the
collaboration between scientists and the calls between mobile phone users. Results showed that large groups persist longer
if they are capable of dynamically altering their membership, suggesting that an ability to change the composition results in
better adaptability. The behavior of small groups displays the opposite tendency, the condition for stability being that their
composition remains unchanged. The knowledge of the time commitment of themembers to a given community can be used
for estimating the community’s lifetime. Young et al. [212] introduced an intuitive model that describes both the emergence
of community structure and the evolution of the internal structure of communities in growing social networks. The model
comprises two complementary mechanisms: the first mechanism accounts for the evolution of the internal link structure
of a single community, and the second mechanism coordinates the growth of multiple overlapping communities. Hebert
et al. [213] developed a complex network organization model where connections are built through growing communities,
whereas past efforts typically tried to arrange random links in a scale-free, modular and self-similar manner. This model
shows that these universal properties are a consequence of preferential attachment at the level of communities: the scale-
free organization is inherited by the lower structural levels. Mirshahvalad et al. [214] examined the effect of resampling
the original network on community detection and suggested the more dependencies one can maintain in the resampling
scheme, the earlier one can predict structural change.

Besides social networks, some works focus on other networks. Tzekina et al. [215] focused on the evolution of trade
‘‘islands’’ in a world trade network in which countries are linked with directed edges weighted according to the fraction
of total dollars sent from one country to another. International oil trade is a subset of global trade and there exist oil trade
communities. These communities evolve over time and provide clues of international oil trade patterns. Zhong et al. [216]
investigated the communities in the oil trade networks and analyzed their evolutionary properties in terms of community
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number, community scale, distribution of countries, quality of partitions, and stability of communities. Guellet et al. [217]
proposed a generic predictor based on local information to predict the effects of different forms of structural stress on the
robustness of the metabolic network. Mucha et al. [218] devised a generalized framework of network quality functions to
study the community structure of arbitrary multislice networks, which are combinations of individual networks coupled
through links that connect each node in one network slice to itself in other slices.

5.2. Topological evolution

5.2.1. Observation of topological evolution
Dynamical networks evolve over time, the main statistical quantities like characterizing networks of degree distribution,

clustering coefficient, path length, betweenness centrality, and clusters are corresponding to evolve with time. A lot of
works focus on the observation of topological evolution in dynamical networks such as the Internet networks, Facebook,
APS, Enron and Wiki data sets [205]. It is well known that the Internet autonomous system (AS)-level topology grows in
an exponential form obeying the famous Moore’s law. Zhang et al. [219] empirically studied the evolution of AS networks
and theoretically predict that the size of the AS-level Internet will double every 5.32 years. Some of its structural properties
remain unchanged like that the size of a k-core or k-density with larger k is nearly stable over time [219–221]. Liu et al. [222]
gave an attention to k-core with largest k (namely core of network) in online social network and empirically investigated
the evolving characteristics of the network core such as degree distribution, clustering coefficient, path length, betweenness
centrality. Kossinets et al. [223] analyzed a dynamic Email social network in which interactions between individuals are
inferred from time-stamped e-mail headers, and found that network evolution is dominated by a combination of effects
arising from network topology itself and the organizational structure in which the network is embedded. In the absence of
global perturbations, average network properties appear to approach an equilibrium state, whereas individual properties are
unstable. By analyzing the growth of Facebook, the probability of contagion is tightly controlled by the number of connected
components in an individual’s contact neighborhood, rather than by the actual size of the neighborhood by analyzing the
growth of Facebook [55]. Li et al. [224] built a network of listed companies in the Chinese stock market based on common
shareholding data from 2003 to 2013 and analyzed the evolution of topological characteristics of the network (e.g., average
degree, diameter, average path length and clustering coefficient) with respect to the time sequence. There are some works
focus on the evolution patterns of user–object bipartite networks in a large time span [225,226].

5.2.2. Topological evolution according to dynamics
The dynamics of human activity and itempopularity is a crucial issue in socialmedia networks. By analyzing the dynamics

of human activity and item popularity in social media networks, Zhang et al. [227] proposed an evolving model for such
networks, in which the evolution is driven only by two-step randomwalk. Numerical experiments verify that the model can
qualitatively reproduce the distributions of user activity and item popularity observed in empirical networks. Employing the
mean-field approach, a detailed theory is proposed to predict the dynamics of the Minority Game system subject to pinning
control for various network topologies [228]. Bornholdt et al. [229] studied the topological evolution of an asymmetrically
connected threshold network by a simple local rewiring rule: quiet nodes grow links, active nodes lose links. Demetrius
et al. [230] introduced the concept of network entropy as a characteristic measure of network topology which can predicted
that the evolutionarily stable states of evolved networks will be characterized by extremal values of network entropy.
Taking into account the correlation between nodes’ degrees and their corresponding data values in the original time series,
Manshour et al. [231] showed that topological quantities can also be used to predict the Hurst exponent with an exception
for anti-persistent fractional Gaussian noises in complex networks.

Based on a set of measured time series only, the scaling law can be used to predict the node degree, and a set of hub nodes
to be predicted in an efficient way, Wang et al. [232] devised a framework can be stated as: Given an unknown network and
a set of measured time series from the network, one can infer certain properties of the network based solely on the time
series. Firstly, one can estimate the degree kl of an arbitrary node l. This can be done by disabling any node that is connected
to node l. When denote this node by m which is disabled, the degree of node l becomes kl − 1 and its average fluctuation
becomes

(∆x′

l)
2

=
σ 2

2c(kl − 1)
(1 +

1
⟨k⟩

), (83)

which can be measured. c is coupling strength. It should be emphasized that this can be done without explicit knowledge
about the network structure and dynamics. Taking the ratio between the original fluctuation ∆x2l and ∆x

′2
l , l yields

∆x2l
∆x′2

l

=
σ 2(1 + 1/⟨k⟩)/(2ckl)

σ 2(1 + 1/⟨k⟩)/(2c(kl − 1))
, (84)

which gives

kl =
1

1 − ∆x2l /∆x′2
l

. (85)
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After kl has been estimated, the degree of any node j in the network can be determined according to scaling law,

kj = kl
∆x2l
∆x2j

. (86)

The advantage of this method is that the errors in the predictions of ki and c can be eliminated. The prediction error Ek of
different degrees for the three types of dynamics is reported generally less than 5% [232].

Even if the network structure at a future time point is not available, one can still predict its properties. Sikdar et al. [233]
proposed a standard forecast model of time series to predict the properties of a temporal network such as number of active
nodes, average degree, clustering coefficient at a future time instance. Let the size of the window be w, one wants to predict
the value of the time series at time t . Consider the time series of the previous w time steps consisting of the values between
time steps t−1−w to t−1 and fit the regressivemodel to it and obtain its value at time step t , the procedure for forecasting at
every value of t is repeated. Thus, the time step t is the test point and the series of points t −1−w to t −1 form the training
set. One can imagine this process as a sliding window of size w which is used for learning the auto-regressive equation
and the point that falls immediately outside the window is the unknown that is to be predicted. Elementary models of
time series forecasting could be categorized into Auto-regressive (AR) and Moving average (MA) models [234]. In case of an
auto-regressive model of order p, AR(p) the value of the time series at time step t is given as,

yt = α1yt−1 + · · · + αpyt−p + et + c, (87)

where αi is a parameter, et is the white noise error term and c is a constant. Similarly, in case of moving average model of
order q,MA(q) the value of the time series at time step t is given as,

yt = β1et−1 + · · · + βqet−q + µ + et + c, (88)

where βi is a parameter, et is white noise error term and µ is the expectation of yt . These two models could be combined
into Auto-regressive–moving-average (ARMA (p, q)) [234] where the value of the time series at time step t is given as:

yt = α1yt−1 + · · · + αpyt−p + β1et−1 + · · · + βqet−q + et + c. (89)

However, the time series show evidences of nonstationarity and short term dependencies and these models are insufficient
and hence Auto-Regressive-Integrated-Moving-Average (ARIMA)model [235] is used for forecasting. The initial differencing
step in ARIMA model is used to reduce the non-stationarity. On fitting an ARIMA(p, d, q) model to a time series, an auto-
regressive equation of the form is,

yt = α1yt−1 + · · · + αpyt−p + β1et−1 + · · · + βqet−q + c. (90)

Hence one can take a time series corresponding to a network property and fit a regressive model to it. Thus, a regressive
equation for that series can be used in forecasting. In order to predict a value at a future time point, one can divide the data
in smaller parts and perform the predictions on these smaller stretches.

5.3. Trend prediction

5.3.1. Trend prediction in online social interactions
Recent developments in digital technology have made possible the collection and analysis of massive amount of human

social data and the ensuing discovery of a number of strong online behavioral patterns. Individual interactions are more
predictable when users act on their own rather than when attending group activities. By analyzing historical data about
70 years of the domain of American movie, Sreenivasan et al. [236] investigated how novelty influences the revenue
generated by a film, and find a relationship that resembles the Wundt–Berlyne curve. Sharda et al. [237] trained a neural
network to process pre-release data, such as quality and popularity variables, and classify movies into nine categories
according to their anticipated income, from ‘‘flop’’ to ‘‘blockbuster’’. For test samples, the neural network classifies only 36.9%
of the movies correctly, while 75.2% of the movies are at most one category away from correct. By applying the sentiment
of blog stories on movies, the finding is that positive sentiment is indeed a better predictor for movie success when applied
to a limited context around references to the movie in weblogs, posted prior to its release [238]. Asur et al. [239] devised a
prediction system for the revenue of movies extracted from the volume of Twitter mentions. Oghina et al. [240] predicted
IMDBmovie ratings according to extract themovie comments from social media such as tweets from Twitter and comments
from YouTube. In addition, one can use a model of social media to predict popularity of news in terms of the number of the
volume of comments on online news stories [241,242] or the number of future visitation [243].

Based on large numbers of Google search queries, Ginsberg et al. [244] studied the correlation between the relative
frequency of certain queries and influenza activity in each region of the United States and give a newway to predict influenza
epidemics in areas with a large population of web search users. Besides using the correlation between social media and
predictor. There are some prediction based on the persistence dynamics of trends in online social interaction. Tan et al. [245]
treated the popularity of online videos as time series over the given periods and proposed a novel time series model for
popularity prediction. The proposed model is based on the correlation between early and future popularity series. Wang
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et al. [246] introduced a stochastic dynamic model that takes into account the persistence dynamics of trends in social
media. The proposed model predicts the distribution of trend durations as well as the thresholds in popularity that lead to
the emergence of given topics as trends within social media. Yeh et al. [247] proposed the central location tracking method
for the data trend and potency by considering the occurrence order of the observed data. This approach aims at obtaining
better predictability and fewer estimation errors for small sample sets. A natural application of this would be the prediction
of the society’s reaction to a new product in the sense of popularity and adoption rate.

Mestyan et al. [248] built a minimalistic predictive model for the financial success of movies based on collective activity
data of online users. The popularity of a movie can be predicted much before its release by measuring and analyzing
the activity level of editors and viewers of the corresponding entry to the movie in a well-known online encyclopedia
(Wikipedia). A multivariate linear regression model can be used to predict the box office revenue y. The general form of
a regression model at time before release, based on a set of predictor variables s is,

y =

∑
j∈s

αj(t)xj(t) + Cs(t) + εs(t), (91)

where αj(t) is time varying parameters of the linear regression model, Cs(t) is a constant and εs(t) is the noise term.
Individual interactions are more predictable when users act on their own rather than when attending group activities.

Wang et al. [249] used entropy to measure the randomness of a user’s activities. The estimated probabilities for all states
p(i) have the property that

∑M
i=1p(i) = 1. If these probabilities do not change with time, the randomness of user’s possible

states can be measured by the uncorrelated entropy,

H1 = −

M∑
i=1

p(i) log p(i). (92)

Notice that if each state is equally probable, this uncorrelated entropy is maximal and equals to

H0 = logM(i). (93)

To measure the randomness of the sequence from knowledge of the previous states, the conditional entropy is defined,

H2(i|j) = −

M∑
j=1

p(j)
M∑
j=1

p(i|j) log p(i|j). (94)

Finally the predictability of the user’s activity sequence by using the mutual information is

I = H1(i) − H2(i|j). (95)

For each user, the inequalities 0 ≤ H2 ≤ H1 ≤ H0 are satisfied. I is equal to the amount of information one can gain about
the next state by knowing the current state. If there is no second order correlation between state sequences, H1 is equal to
H2, and I takes the minimum value of 0. If the next state is completely determined by the previous state, or in other words
the user activity is completely predictable, I takes the maximum value of H1.

5.3.2. Trend prediction in the stock market
Stock trend prediction is regarded as one of themost challenging tasks of financial prediction. Bollen et al. [250] analyzed

moods of Tweets and based on their investigations they could predict daily up and down changes in Dow Jones Industrial
Average values with an accuracy of 87.6%. Some qualitative method is developed for the prediction of stock market trend
including using the concept of dynamical Bayesian factor graph [251], the adaptive time-weighted rule voting model [252],
the ensemble version of empirical mode decomposition and adding look-ahead bias [253]. With this regard, many machine
learning approaches are also used to improve the prediction results. These approaches mainly focus on two aspects:
regression problem of the stock price and prediction problem of the turning points of stock price, for instance a new feature
construction approach for status box [254], hybridizing fractal feature selection method and support vector machine [255].

6. Applications of prediction

6.1. Prediction in biology networks

6.1.1. Predicting salient nodes in biology networks
Essential nodes in a gene network, a protein network, a metabolic network or a neuronal network are such like genes or

proteins are required for the survival of an organism under certain conditions, and the functions they encode are therefore
considered a foundation of life. A list of essential proteins are collected from a lot of databases [256–258]. For instance, a
protein in protein interaction network is considered as an essential protein if it is marked as essential in one database.

There are about two subclasses in computational approaches. The first classifications are topological centrality measures
such as Degree Centrality, Betweenness Centrality, Closeness Centrality, Subgraph Centrality, Eigenvector Centrality, Infor-
mation Centrality, Bottle Neck, Density of Maximum Neighborhood Component, Local Average Connectivity-based method,
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Range-Limited Centrality, L-index, Leader Rank, Normalized α-Centrality, andModuland-Centrality which are introduced in
Ref. [49]. The recent advances extend identification of essential nodes by using the topological features of protein–protein
interaction (PPI) networks such as based on edge clustering coefficient [259,260], based on the integration of protein–
protein [261,262], based on a new combination of local interaction density and protein complexes [263], or the basic idea
is that each protein can be viewed as a material particle which creates a potential field around itself and the interaction of
all proteins forms a topological field over the network [264]. Besides, some extend topological centrality measures can be
applied to both weighted and unweighted biological networks [265].

The second classifications are multi-information fusion measures, i.e., a combination of topological centrality measures
and other biological information of proteins, such as protein complexes [266,267], gene ontology terms of proteins [268,269],
gene expression data [261,270,271], orthologous information [269], and overlapping essential modules [272]. However, the
effectiveness of fusion strategies ormechanisms has not been sufficiently discussed. Therefore, it is critical to design suitable
network-level methods integrated appropriately with biological information for prediction of essential proteins.

6.1.2. Predicting the interaction in biology networks
Understanding the complex interplay between genes or proteins requires integration of data from a wide variety of

sources such as gene expression, genetic linkage, protein interaction, andprotein structure amongothers. Predicting protein–
protein interactions is a key role for many areas of biomedical research. Protein networks have been used to identify new
disease genes, identify disease-related subnetworks and network-based disease classification [273]. Predictions of physical
and functional links between cellular components are often based on correlations between experimental measurements,
such as gene expression.

Several bioinformatics methods have been developed to formulate predictions about the functional role of genes and
proteins, including their role in diseases [274]. Stark et al. [275] investigated the development of high throughput assays
to identify the behavior of proteins, sugars, lipids, and other metabolites in cellular interactions. Rual et al. [276] described
pairwise interactions in the human protein–protein interaction network. Bonneau et al. [277] considered relative changes
in 72 transcription factors and 9 environmental factors to predicts dynamic transcriptional responses accurately in a free
living cell. Yu et al. [278] demonstrated that map of the yeast interactome network provides high-quality binary interaction
information. Guo et al. [279] introduced an approach called partial Granger causality to reliably reveal interaction patterns in
multivariate data with exogenous inputs and latent variables in the frequency domain. Braun et al. [280] developed a logistic
regressionmodelwhichwas trained using the data from these reference sets to combine the assay outputs and then calculate
the probability that any newly identified interaction pair is a true biophysical interaction once it has been tested in the tool
kit. Snijder et al. [281] presented the hierarchical interaction structure which outperforms commonly used methods in the
inference of functional interactions between genes measured in large-scale experiments. Motter et al. [282] proposed an
alternative, network-based strategy that aims to restore biological function by forcing the cell to either bypass the functions
affected by the defective gene, or to compensate for the lost function. Barzel et al. [283] exploited the fundamental properties
of dynamical correlations to develop a method to predict molecular interactions in E. coli networks. The method receives
as input the observed correlations between node pairs and uses a matrix transformation to turn the correlation matrix into
a highly discriminative silenced matrix, which enhances only the terms associated with direct causal links. The method
enhanced the discriminative power of the correlations by twofold, yielding >50% predictive improvement over traditional
correlationmeasures and 6% overmutual information. Yan et al. [284] applied a control framework to the connectome of the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. The proposed model can predict the involvement of each C. elegans neuron in locomotor
behaviors and the importance of individual neurons in C. elegans locomotion.

6.2. Prediction in scientific networks

Recently, Clauset et al. [285] and Zeng et al. [286] surveyed the interdisciplinary field of the science of science and
what it allow us to predict scientific discovery and success. Researchers use big data on published works and scientific
careers to explore quantitative patterns in the science of science. For example, modern bibliographic databases allow
researchers to study citation counts, which provide a convenient measure of scientific impact. Interactions in scientific
activities like citation and collaboration mined by the bibliographic databases can construct complex networks. One can
use the approaches of predicting the influence of nodes surveyed. However, the citation dynamics of scientific papers
appears nonlinear and this nonlinearity has far-reaching consequences, such as diverging citation distributions and runaway
papers [287]. Besides the approaches based on general structure and dynamics in complex networks, we main survey two
aspects in the field of science in prospect of complex networks. The first one is that predicting impact of the scientific
discovery. The other is a topic of influence of scientific researchers.

6.2.1. Predicting impact of scientific discovery
Newman [82] considered the ‘‘first-mover’’ advantage in scientific citation network under which the first papers in a field

will receive citations at a rate enormously higher than papers published later. Moreover papers are expected to retain this
advantage in perpetuity they should receive more citation indefinitely, nomatter howmany other are published after them.
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It is assumed that on average each paper published cites previous papers, which are chosen in proportion to the number k
of citations they already have plus a positive constant r . The average number of citations a paper can calculated as:

k̂(t) = r(t−
1

α−1 − 1), (96)

where time t is measured using the rescaled time coordinate t = i/n. i is ranking position by descending the publication
time and n is total papers. Papers published early on should on average receive far more citations than those published later,
even allowing for the facts that later papers has less time to accumulate citations. The substantial first-mover advantage is
verified in scientific citation network [288].

Wang et al. [4] considered three fundamentalmechanisms capturing the temporal citation dynamics of individual papers.
Preferential attachment captures the well documented fact that highly cited papers are more visible and are more likely to
be cited again than less-cited contributions. Aging captures the fact that each paper’s novelty fades by the effect of long-
term decay which described by a log-normal survival probability. Fitness captures the inherent differences between papers,
accounting for the perceived novelty and importance of a discovery. Combining these three factors, the probability that paper
i is cited at time t after publication is

Πi(t) ∼ ηici(t)Pi(t). (97)

Eq. (97) can be used to predict the cumulative number of citations acquired by paper i at time t after publication,

cti = m
[
e

βηi
A Φ( ln t−µi

σi
)
− 1

]
, (98)

where

Φ(x) =

∫ x
−∞

e−
y2
2 dy

√
2π

, (99)

Φ(x) is the cumulative normal distribution. m measures the average number of reference each new papers contains. β

captures the growth rate of the total number of publications. A is a normalization constant. These three parameters are
global parameters, having same value for all publications. Finally, when t → ∞ in Eq. (98), one can predict the total number
of citations a paper acquires during its lifetime.

ci = m(e
βηi
A ). (100)

And finally it can drive the impact of scientific journal. These three fundamental mechanisms also can be considered to
improve other approaches such as a preferential mechanism to the PageRank algorithm when aggregating resource from
different nodes to enhance the effect of similar nodes [289], nonlinearity to the PageRank algorithm when aggregating
resources from different nodes to further enhance the effect of important papers [290].

Citations in peer-reviewed articles are generally accepted measures of scientific impact. Online social networks such as
Twitter, blogs or social bookmarking tools provide the possibility to construct innovative article-level or journal-levelmetrics
to evaluate impact and influence. However, the relationship of these new metrics to traditional metrics such as citations is
introduced in [291]. Social impact measures based on tweets are proposed to complement traditional citation metrics. The
proposed metric can measure uptake of research findings and to filter research findings resonating with the public in real
time. Tweets can predict highly cited articles within the first 3 days of article publication.

In the science of science, there exists an interesting and attractive phenomenonnamed ‘‘sleeping beauty’’ [292]. The above
introduced models has obvious limitations: It cannot account for ‘‘sleeping beauty’’. Because some papers far exceed the
predictions made by simple preferential attachment. A Sleeping Beauty (SB) in science refers to a paper whose importance
is not recognized for several years after publication or regarded as that a paper that is little cited (sleeps) for a long period of
time and then becomesmuch cited (awakened) as shown in Fig. 10a. Burrell et al. [293] discussed that the question therefore
arises as to whether such awakenings can be explained or expected purely by the random nature of the model or whether
they are so unlikely that an alternative explanation should be sought. A systematic analysis of nearly 25million publications
in the natural and social sciences over a time span longer than a century found that sleeping beauties occur in all fields of
study as shown in Fig. 10b.

Ke et al. [294] introduced a parameter-free method to quantify to what extent a paper is an SB. Given a paper, ct is
defined as the number of citations received in the tth year after its publication; t indicates the age of the paper. The index
B is measured at time t = T , and that the paper receives its maximum number ctm of yearly citations at time tm ∈ [0, T ] as
shown in Fig. 10a. The beauty coefficient value B for a given paper is based on the comparison between its citation history
and a reference line. Consider the straight line ℓt that connects the points (0, c0) and (tm, ctm ) in the time-citation plane. This
line is described by the equation,

ℓt =
ctm − c0

tm
t + c0, (101)
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Fig. 10. (a) Illustration of the definition of the beauty coefficient B and the awakening time of a paper. (b) Top 20 disciplines producing SBs in science.
Papers with beauty coefficient is in the top 0.1% of the entire WoS database, and one can compute the fraction of those papers that fall in a given subject
category. After [294].

where (ctm − c0)/tm is the slope of the line, and c0 the number of citations received by the paper in the year of its publication.
For each t ≤ tm, then one can compute the ratio between ℓt − ct and max{1, ct}. Summing up the ratios from t = 0 and
t = tm, the beauty coefficient is defined as,

B =

tm∑
t=0

ℓt − ct
max{1, ct}

. (102)

Thus B ≥ 0 and B = 0 for papers with tm = 0 means papers with citations growing linearly with time. The awakening time
ta is defined as the time t at which the distance dt between the point (t, ct ) and the reference line ℓt reaches its maximum:

ta = arg(max
t≤tm

{dt}). (103)

The dt is given by

dt =
|(ctm − c0)t − tmct + tmc0|√

(ctm − c0)2 + t2m
. (104)

We have reviewed representative approaches to predict the impact of a paper or ‘‘sleeping beauty’’. But, how to predict
the representativework for individual researcher is another important yet uneasy problem. So far, the representativework of
a researcher is usually selected as his/her most highly cited paper or the paper published in top journals. The representative
work of a scientist is considered as an important paper in his/her area of expertise. Accordingly, Niu et al. [295] propose a
self-avoiding preferential diffusion process to generate personalized ranking of papers for each scientist and discover their
representative works [295]. The citation data from American Physical Society (APS) is used to validate the proposedmethod,
which shows that the self-avoiding preferential diffusion method can rank the Nobel prize winning paper in each Nobel
laureate’s personal ranking list higher than the citation count and PageRank methods, indicating the effectiveness of the
method.

6.2.2. Predicting influence of scientific researchers
Bibliometric measures of individual scientific achievement are of particular interest if they can be used to predict future

achievement. One can easily understand citation indicators at the time of prediction, namely the number of papers, the total
number of citations, the career length, the average number of published papers per year, the average annual citations, the
annual citations at the time of prediction, the average citations per paper. Yin et al. [296] took a large-scale quantitative
analysis on how time affects citations, and developed a new theoretical framework to reconcile the interplay between
temporal decay of citations and the growth of science. More specifically, Mazloumian et al. [297] devised an approach to
predicting scholars’ scientific impact, which estimated for scholar s the citations to a certain subset of his papers (selected
by time-window w) in k subsequent years as shown in Fig. 11. The citation indicators X = {xk} is defined as,

ci = αs[i] +

∑
k

ρk log(xk) + εi, (105)

where ρk is the coefficient of citation indicator xk. αs[i] is the intercept estimated for scholar s. The well-known indexes like
the h index, the m index, and the g index [298,299]. h index: Natural number h for which the scientist has h papers with at
least h citations. M index: as a scientist’s h index value divided by the time (years) elapsed from the first publication of the
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Fig. 11. Illustration of papers published in a scientist career. After [297].

focal scientist. G index is proposed by [300] and defined as a scientist’s g index value it the highest number g of papers that
receives g2 or more citations. Penner et al. [301] found the performance of h-index strongly depends upon career age for
the purpose of predicting a scientist’s future. The h-index and similar metrics can capture only past accomplishments, not
future achievements. To solve this flaw, Acuna et al. [3] attempted to predict the h-index of each scientist t years ahead by
linear regression model as follows

h(t + ∆t) = β0(∆t) + βh(∆t)h(t) + β√np (∆t)
√
np(t) + βt (∆t)t + βj(∆t)j(t) + βq(∆t)q(t). (106)

Here h(t) is the current h-index; np(t) is the number of publications authored or coauthored; j(t) is the number of distinct
journals of the publications; q(t) is the number of papers published in high impact journals; Tn is number of articles written;
h is current h-index; y is years since publishing first article; j is number of distinct journals published in; q is number of
articles in high impact factor journals like Nature, Science, Nature Neuroscience, Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences and Neuron.

Sinatra et al. [302] took a data-driven view to analyze the evolution of individual scientific impact and found that the
highest-impact work in a scientist’s career is randomly distributed within a lot of work. That is, the highest-impact work
can be, with the same probability, anywhere in the sequence of papers published by a scientist career. The random-impact
rule allows us to develop a quantitative model, which systematically untangles the role of productivity and luck in each
scientific career. The model assumes that each scientist selects a project with a random potential p and improves on it with
a factor Qi, resulting in a publication of impact Qip. The parameter Qi captures the ability of scientist i to take advantage of
the available knowledge in a way that enhances (Qi > 1) or diminishes (Qi < 1) the potential impact p of a paper. Themodel
predicts that truly high-impact discoveries require a combination of high Q and luck p and that increased productivity alone
cannot substantially enhance the chance of a very high impact work. The Q model provides an analytical expression of these
traditional impact metrics and can be used to predict their future time evolution for each individual scientist, being also
predictive of independent recognitions, like Nobel prizes. The number of citations 10 years after publication c10 prompting
us to write the impact c10,iα of paper a published by scientist i as

c10,iα = Qipα, (107)

where pα is the potential impact of paper α in the sequence of papers published by a scientist i. The parameter Qi is an
individual parameter for a scientist i. The parameter Qi captures the ability of scientist i to take advantage of the available
information, enhancing (or diminishing) the impact of paperα.Qi is considered to be constant throughout a scientist’s career.

Coauthorship is a generic and significant presence in the domain of science. Analyzing a data set of over 100,000
publications from the field of Computer Science, Sarigol et al. [303] studied how centrality in the coauthorship network
differs between authors who have highly cited papers and those who do not. The results show that a Machine Learning
classifier, based only on coauthorship network centrality metrics measured at the time of publication, is able to predict with
high precision whether an article will be highly cited five years after publication. This one also can predict that if a paper is
authored by an author with a top 10% betweenness centrality, degree centrality, k-core centrality and eigenvector centrality,
then the paper will be among the top 10% most cited papers five years after publication.

Qi et al. [304] used the publication data from American Physical Society (APS) journals to analyze the influence of
outstanding scientists on young collaborators’ career development, and found evidence that a young researcher tends to
have a more proficient career research productivity in the future if he/she has collaborated with outstanding scientists in
his/her early career. The positive effect of outstanding scientists on young collaborators is actually becoming stronger over
time.

Analyzing teamwork from more than 50 million papers, patents, and software products spanned from 60 years, Wu
et al. [305] demonstrated across this period that larger teams developed recent, popular ideas, while small teams disrupted
the system by drawing on older and less prevalent ideas. Attention to work from large teams came immediately, while
advances by small teams succeeded further into the future. Differences between small and large teamsmagnify with impact.
Small teams have become known for disruptive work and large teams for developing work. Differences in topic and research
design account for part of the relationship between team size and disruption, but most of the effect occurs within people,
controlling for detailed subject and article type.

Jia et al. [306] performed a large-scale analysis of extensive publication records to analyze research interest evolution
of individual scientists and developed a random-walk-based model, allowing us to accurately reproduce the empirical
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observations that there is a high degree of regularity underlying scientific research and individual careers. Assuming two
topic vectors based on the first and last m papers of the scientist (gi and gf respectively), capturing the research interest at
the earliest and the latest stages of the career. Using the complementary cosine similarity between gi and gf , the interest
change J of a scientist along the career is quantified as:

J = 1 −
gigf

∥gi∥ ·
gf  . (108)

The equation captures research interest change resulting from change of topics or from change of engagement in topics,
providing an effective quantification on the extent of change. J = 0 indicates that the author studied the same set of topics
at the two stages of the career. J = 1 corresponds to a complete interest change.

6.3. Prediction in economic–social networks

Complex networks can be usefully applied in the economic, although there is limited data availablewithwhich to develop
our understanding. However concepts from statistical physics make it possible to reconstruct details of a economic network
from partial sets of information [307]. In economic networks, nodes can represent firms, banks, or even countries, andwhere
links between the nodes represent their mutual interactions, as ownership, credit–debt relationships or international trade.
These evolving interactions can be represented by network dynamics that are bound in space and time and can change
with the environment and also evolve with the nodes [308]. Recently, the field of economic complexity develop data-
driven approaches to forecast the evolution of a dynamical economic system by the concept of the network representation.
The network space built by the country database of exported products could condition the activity of the economic
entity [309,310]. The recent advances have been substantiated to illustrate the correlation between economic growth and the
country’s productive network space. Specially, a country–product networkG(C, P, L) is constructed by thematrixMcp, where
C and P represent the set of countries and products, and L is trading interactions which exist only between countries and
products [311]. By combining tools from network science, a robust and stable relationship between a country’s productive
structure and its economic growth has been established. Based on the concept of complex networks, we will review the
recent advance of economic complexity.

6.3.1. Diversity and ubiquity
Diversity and ubiquity are respectively crude approximations of the variety of capabilities available in a country or

required by a product. Diversity is related to the number of products that a country is connected to. Ubiquity is related to
the number of countries that a product is connected to. Thus, ubiquity and diversity [309,312,313] are simply by summing
over the rows or columns of that matrixMcp. Formally,

kc =

∑
p

Mcp; kp =

∑
c

Mcp. (109)

6.3.2. Eigenvector-based complexity index
At first, the method of reflections consists of iteratively calculating the average value of the previous-level properties of

a node’s neighbors and is defined as the set of the observable [309,312]. The method of reflections as the recursive set of
observable is defined as,

k(n)c = kc
∑
p

Mcpk(n−1)
p ; k(n)p = kp

∑
p

Mcpk(n−1)
c . (110)

For n ≥ 1, the k0c = kc and k0p = kp. As Ref’s analysis [314,315], the algorithm converges to constant value after approximate
16 steps. To generate a more accurate measure of the number of capabilities available in a country, or required by a product,
Refs. [316,317] corrects the information that diversity and ubiquity carry by using each one to correct the other. For countries,
this requires us to calculate the average ubiquity of the products that it exports, the average diversity of the countries that
make those products and so forth. For products, this requires us to calculate the average diversity of the countries that make
them and the average ubiquity of the other products that these countries make. One can use the matrix

Mcc′ = Mcpdiag(
1
kp

)MT
cpdiag(

1
kc

); Mpp′ = MT
cpdiag(

1
kc

)Mcpdiag(
1
kp

). (111)

The matrix Mcc′ connects country c with country c ′ according to the number of products that are exported by both. The
matrix Mpp′ connects product p to product p′. The eigenvector e of the matrix Mcc′ and Mpp′ are associated with the second
largest eigenvalue. Hausmann et al. [316,317] argued that the eigenvector with the second largest eigenvalue that captures
the largest amount of variance in the system. Hence, the ECI is defined as:

ECIc =

K⃗c −

⟨
K⃗c

⟩
s(K⃗c)

; ECIp =

K⃗p −

⟨
K⃗p

⟩
s(K⃗p)

(112)
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where, ⟨⟩ stands for the average value, s() represents the standard deviation. K⃗ is eigenvector of the matrix Mcc′ and Mpp′

with the second largest eigenvalue. The non-monetary metrics not only reveals the status of global regional economic
development, but also can be fit for predicting regional economic growth. Gao et al. [318,319] quantified the economic
complexity of China’s provinces through analyzing 25 years’ firm data, and furthermore constructed the industry space by
the data describing the evolution of China’s economybetween1990 and2015which can capture the industrial diversification
of Chinese provinces.

6.3.3. Fitness and complexity index
The basic idea is to define an iteration process which couples the fitness of a country to the complexity of a product

and then obtain the fixed point values [314,315,320–327]. For the fitness, this is proportional to the sum of the products
exported weighted by their complexity. For the fitness of a country the situation is more subtle. To a first approximation,
the complexity of a product is inversely proportional to the number of countries which export it. This iterative method is
composed of two steps in each iteration. First compute the intermediate variables,

F̃ (n)
c =

∑
p

McpQ̃ (n−1)
p ; Q̃ (n)

p =
1∑

c Mcp
1

F̃ (n−1)
c

. (113)

At each step the fitness and complexity are normalized by their average value.

F (n)
c =

F̃ (n)
c⟨̃
F (n)
c

⟩ ; Q (n)
p =

Q̃ (n)
p⟨

Q̃ (n)
p

⟩ . (114)

The initial conditions are F (0)
c = 1 for each country c , Q (0)

p = 1 for each product p. Pugliese et al. [328] and Wu et al. [329]
investigated the convergence properties of the algorithm. Mariani et al. [330] compared two metrics, Fitness–Complexity
and the method of reflections, and furthermore proposed a generalization of the Fitness–Complexity metric. In addition,
fitness and complexity index has been successfully applied to the cases including India [331] and Netherlands [332]. Besides,
Stojkoski et al. [333] reported that not only goods but also services are important for predicting the rate at which countries
will grow. Cimini [334] characterized the scientific fitness of each nation that is, the competitiveness of its research system
and the complexity of each scientific domain by the fitness and complexity index can be able to assess quantitatively the
advantage of scientific diversification.

6.3.4. Nestedness
When extracting network topology from aggregated economic data, the architecture of trade network significantly

exhibits a nested structure which is a statistical property of interaction data presented in matrix form. The nested structure
has recently gathered much attention as a metric for characterizing ecological and economic systems [335]. In a perfectly
nested matrix, the entries in each successive row are a strict subset of those in the previous row, while the entries in
each successive column are a strict subset of those in the previous column. In ecological system, a nested pattern in
mutualistic networks promotes biodiversity and preserves structural stability [336,337]. Nested patterns are also widely
present in economic systems and suggested that the dynamics of nestedness could predict the evolution of industrial
ecosystems [338,339].

Firstly, we introduce one of most popular nestedness measurements namely nested overlap and decreasing fill (NODF)
[340–342]. In the beginning of calculation, the rows and the columns of a matrix are swapped and rank-ordered by the sum
of the presences in each of these rows and columns respectively. The transformed matrices are then ready to be processed
by the flowing equation

NODFij =

∑
i<j

⎧⎨⎩
0 if ki = kj;∑

i MijMik

min(ki, kj)
otherwise. (115)

η =

∑
i<j(NODF

row
ij + NODF column

ij )
n(n−1)

2 +
m(m−1)

2

; (116)

Here k is the sum of the presences in each of the row and column respectively, i.e. degree. The NODF measure takes values
between 0 (unnested) and 1 (perfectly nested). Fig. 12 gives a example of calculation of nestedness.

The international trading system ismainlymodeledwith a single network in the previousworks, such as themonopartite
product space network and the bipartite country–product network. Economic complexity embedded in a dynamic interac-
tion of a large number of different agents can reflect the development of nations. The limitations have constrained related
research to capture the rich process resulting from global effects, not the effects of individual economic agents and their
interactions.

In order to better capture the more detailed dynamics, Ren et al. [343] characterized the international trading system
with a multi-layer network with each layer representing the transnational trading relations of a product. This framework
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Fig. 12. The calculation of nestedness. After [340].

immediately reveals the nested structure in each layer and accordingly develop an accurate and robust measure of the
complexity of products. The nestedness in each layer of the international trading multilayer network with the NODF
metric and report their distribution as shown in Fig. 13. One can see that the nestedness of layers varies significantly.
For instance, the nestedness of Bovine, Motorcycles, and Medical Instruments is 0.12, 0.37 and 0.56 respectively, which
locates in the low, medium and high areas of nestedness distribution. Furthermore, nestedness gives a reasonable ranking
of product complexity. Specifically, the sectors (8, 7, 5, 6) include machinery and chemicals have high nestedness value,
while the sectors (3, 4, 2, 0, 1) of raw materials (such as beverages and tobacco, food, crude inedible materials, mineral
fuels, lubricants, animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes) have lower nestedness value. Further, the nestedness can be
extended tomeasure the competitiveness of countries and the resultant metric has a higher ability than the existingmetrics
in predicting a country’s future economics.

6.3.5. Data driven methods
The massive amount of the data of the individual activity available from the online services also provides an unprece-

dented opportunity to understand the economic development. Choi et al. [344] used search engine data to forecast near-
term values of economic indicators. Examples include automobile sales, unemployment claims, travel destination planning
and consumer confidence. Bollen et al. [250] showed large-scale collections of daily Twitter posts can be used to predict
the stock market. Mestyan et al. [248] built a minimalistic predictive model for the financial success of movies based on
collective activity data of online users. Blumenstock et al. [345] mapped mobile phone metadata and results showed that
an individual’s past history of mobile phone use can be used to infer his or her socioeconomic status. Motived by this, the
distribution of wealth of an entire nation can accurately be calculated by the predicted attributes of millions of individuals.
Analyzing the travel patterns of 500,000 individuals in Cote d’Ivoire using mobile phone call data records, Lu et al. [346]
showed that individual trajectories of mobile phone is highly dependent on historical behaviors, and that the maximum
predictability is not only a fundamental theoretical limit for potential predictive power, but also an approachable target for
actual prediction accuracy.

Eagle et al. [347] analyzed the most complete record of a national communication network with national census data.
These datamake possible a population-level investigation of the relation between the structure of social networks and access
to socioeconomic opportunity. They developed two newmetrics to capture the social and spatial diversity of communication
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Fig. 13. (a) Three representations of matrices which are corresponding to the world trade networks of Bovine, Motorcycles, and Medical Instruments.
The presences represent trade interaction between two countries. (b) Average nestedness of 786 products. The 786 products are classified into 10 sectors
by Standard International Trade Classification (SITC). For each sector one can compute ⟨η(s)⟩ =

∑
i∈sη(i)/N(i ∈ s) where i is a product of sector s, η(i)

is nestedness value of product i, N(i ∈ s) is the number of products belonging to the sector s. The black points correspond to products belonging to the
according sections. The red points are the mean nestedness value of products belonging to sections and the red lines are the error bar. After [343].

interactions within an individual’s social network and found that the diversity of individuals’ relationships is strongly
correlatedwith the economic development of communities. The topological diversity is defined as a function of the Shannon
entropy,

H(i) = −

k∑
j=1

pij log(pij), (117)

where k is the number of i’s contacts and pij is the proportion of i’s total call volume that involves j. Then the social diversity
Dsocial(i) is defined as the Shannon entropy associated with individual i’s communication behavior, normalized by k:

Dsocial =
H(i)
log(k)

. (118)

The abovemeasure of topological diversity does not take into account the geographic diversity in the calling patterns within
a community. A similar measure is defined as spatial diversity, Dspatial(i), by replacing call volume with the geographic
distance spanned by an individual’s ties to the 1992 telephone exchange areas in the UK. High diversity scores imply that
an individual splits her time more evenly among social ties and between different regions. The relationship between social
network diversity and socioeconomic rank as shown in Fig. 14,which suggest that diversity of individual’s relation is strongly
correlated with the economic development of regions.

6.4. Prediction technical–social networks

We live in an increasingly interconnected world of techno-social systems, in which infrastructures composed of different
technological layers are interoperating within the social component that drives their use and development. People check
their e-mails regularly, make mobile phone calls from almost any location, swipe transit cards to use public transportation,
and make purchases with credit cards. Individual movements in public places may be captured by video cameras, and
medical records stored as digital files. People may post blog entries accessible to anyone, or maintain friendships through
online social networks. Each of these digital traces on the Internet that can be compiled into comprehensive pictures of
both individual and group behavior, with the potential to transform our understanding of our lives, organizations, and
societies [348,349]. Modern techno-social systems consist of large-scale physical infrastructures (such as transportation
systems and power distribution grids) embedded in a dense web of communication and computing infrastructures whose
dynamics and evolution which are defined and driven by the human behavior [126].
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Fig. 14. The relationship between social network diversity and socioeconomic rank. Socioeconomic rank is based on the 2004 UK government’s Index of
Multiple Deprivation (IMD). After [347].

To predict the behavior of such systems, it is necessary to start with the mathematical description of patterns found
in real-world data. Lim et al. [350] purported to predict the location of ethnic violence in the former Yugoslavia with a
complex agent-based model. Brockmann et al. [351] showed that popular Web sites for currency tracking collect a massive
number of records on money dispersal that can be used as a proxy for human mobility. This work opened a new way to
the general exploitation of proxy data for human interaction and mobility [352]. Further, Brockmann et al. [353] analyzed
disease spread via the ‘‘effective distance’’ rather than geographical distance, wherein two locations that are connected
by a strong link are effectively close. The approach was successfully applied to predict disease arrival times or disease
source [354] and presented a stochastic computational framework for the forecast of global epidemics that considers the
complete worldwide air travel infrastructure complemented with census population data. Analogously, modern mobile
phones and personal digital assistants combine sophisticated technologies such as Bluetooth, Global Positioning System, and
WiFi, constantly producing detailed traces on our daily activities. For instance, by applying an information-theoretic method
to the spatiotemporal data of cell-phone locations, Song et al. [355] found that human mobility patterns are remarkably
predictable. Inspired by this, Takaguchi et al. [356] addressed a similar predictability question in a different kind of human
social activity: conversation events. The predictability in the sequence of one’s conversation partners is defined as the degree
to which one’s next conversation partner can be predicted when given the current partner. Gonzalez et al. [357] usedmobile
phone data to track the movements of 100,000 people over a 6-month time span. Furthermore, it is now possible to use
sensors and tags that produce data at the microscale of one-to-one interactions [348,349]. Another example is using Twitter
to predict electoral outcomes [358], however with its biases and limitations [359,360]. Interesting studies have appeared
treating the use of social media indicators to predict the scientific impact of research articles from the pre-print sharing
web [361] and Twitter mentions [291].

Predicting the behavior of a complex system requires a joint quantitative description of the system’s structure and
dynamics. Barzel et al. [362] bridged topology and dynamics, predicting that a complex system’s response to perturbations
is driven by a small number of universal characteristics. Nonlinear prediction as a way of distinguishing chaos from random
fractal sequences [363]. An extremely challenging problemof significant interest is to predict catastrophes in advance of their
occurrences. Boers et al. [364] introduced the concept of network divergence on directed networks derived from a non-linear
synchronization measurement to predict extreme events. Wang et al. [365,366] presented a general approach to predicting
catastrophes in nonlinear dynamical systems under the assumption that the system equations are completely unknown and
only time series reflecting the evolution of the dynamical variables of the system are available. In the review [91], the recent
advances focused on compressive sensing was surveyed a diverse array of problems based reconstruction of nonlinear and
complex networked systems such as prediction of catastrophic bifurcations, forecasting future attractors of time-varying
nonlinear systems, detection of hidden nodes.

7. Predictability and feedback

Complex networks have already become a ubiquitous way of representing many real systems in which the pattern of
interactions between a system’s components is itself complex. There is awave of sensational discovery in complex networks,
aiming at not only exploring the structural interaction of the network itself but also predicting the dynamics taking place
on the network. A range of application, from biology, society, economics to technical–social systems, depend on our ability
to foresee evolution and dynamics of the systems, raising a fundamental question: To what degree is dynamics of complex
systems predictable? Here we survey the limits of predictability in complex systems by studying the structure of complex
networks.
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7.1. Predictability in human behaviors

What is the role of randomness in human behavior and to what degree are individual human actions predictable? Song
et al. [355] quantified the interplay between the regular and thus predictable and the random and thus unforeseeable,
probing through human mobility the fundamental limits that characterize the predictability of human dynamics. By
measuring the entropy of each individual’s trajectory, and found a 93% potential predictability in user mobility across the
whole user base. To evaluate the predictability, the entropy accounts for both the relative frequency of the visited locations
and the order of the visits.

Si = −

∑
T ′
i ⊂Ti

P(T ′

i )log2[P(T
′

i )], (119)

where P(T ′

i ) is the probability of finding a subsequence T ′

i in Ti. Based on this measure of entropy, one can estimate the upper
bound of the success rate in predicting the future location of the mobile phone user immediately after Ti. The maximum
predictability Π is defined as a limiting case of Fano’s inequality (a relation derived from calculation of the decrease in a
noisy information channel). That is, if a user with entropy S moves between N locations, then the predictability is,

Π ≤ Πmax(S,N), (120)

where Πmax is given by,

S = H(Πmax) + (1 − Πmax)log2(N − 1), (121)

with the binary entropy function

H(Πmax) = −Πmaxlog2(Π
max) − (1 − Πmax)log2(1 − Πmax). (122)

Take an example, a user with Πmax
= 0.2, this means that at least 80% of the time the individual chooses his location in

a manner that appears to be random, and only in the remaining 20% of the time can we hope to predict his whereabouts.
In other terms, no matter how good our predictive algorithm, we cannot predict with better than 20% accuracy the future
whereabouts of a user with Πmax

= 0.2. Therefore, Πmax
= 0.2 represents the fundamental limit for each individual’s

predictability.
Inspired by this work, Takaguchi et al. [356] addressed a similar predictability question in a different kind of human social

activity: conversation events. The predictability in the sequence of one’s conversation partners is defined as the degree to
which one’s next conversation partner can be predicted a given current partner. The predictability of conversation events for
each individual is based on the longitudinal data of face-to-face interactions collected from two company offices in Japan.
The conversation events are predictable to a certain extent: knowing the current partner decreases the uncertainty about the
next partner by 28.4% on average.Much of the predictability is explained by long-tailed distributions of inter-event intervals.
However, a predictability also exists in the data, apart from the contribution of their long-tailed nature. In addition, an
individual’s predictability is correlated with the position of the individual in the static social network derived from the data.
Individuals confined in a community – in the sense of an abundance of surrounding triangles – tend tohave lowpredictability,
and those bridging different communities tend to have high predictability. The above previously studies have shown that
humanmovement is predictable to a certain extent at different geographic scales. The existing prediction techniques exploit
only the past history of the person taken into consideration as input of the predictors. De et al. [367] showed that by
means of multivariate nonlinear time series prediction techniques it is possible to increase the predictability by considering
movements of friends, people, or more in general entities, or characterized by high mutual information as inputs. Using this
framework, Sekara et al. [368] explored the complex interplay between social and geospatial behavior, documenting how
the formation of cores is preceded by coordination behavior in the communication networks and demonstrating that social
behavior can increase the predictability.

Our daily social-media experience seemingly ordinary items like videos, news, publications unexpectedly gain an
enormous amount of attention. Miotto et al. [369] proposed a method that, give some information on the items, and then
quantifies the predictability of events, i.e., the potential of identifying in advance the most successful items. Applying this
method to different data, ranging fromviews in YouTube videos to posts in Usenet discussion groups, one can invariantly find
that the predictability increases for themost extreme events. This is done by formulating a simple prediction problemwhich
allows for the computation of the optimal prediction strategy. The problem is limited to provide a binary (yes/no) prediction
whether an itemwill be an extreme event or not (attention passes a given threshold). Predictability is then quantified as the
quality of the optimal strategy. Predictions are based on information on itemswhich generally lead to a partition of the items
in groups g ∈ {1, . . . ,G} that have the same feature. Since the membership to a group g is the only thing that characterizes
an item, predictive strategies can only be based on the probability of having E for that group P(E|g). Therefore, one can use
the quality of prediction of the optimal strategy to quantify the predictability Π (i.e., the potential prediction) of the system
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for the given problem and information. By geometrical arguments one can obtain from

Π =

∑
g

∑
h<g

P(g)P(h)(P(E|h) − P(E|g))
P(E)(1 − P(E))

, (123)

where p(g) is the probability of group g and g is ordered by decreasing P(E|g), i.e., h < g ⇒ P(E|h) > P(E|g).
Miotto et al. [369] applied thismethod to four different systems: views of YouTube videos, comments in threads of Usenet

discussion groups, votes to Stack-Overflow questions. The empirical finding is that in all cases the predictability increases
for more extreme events (increasing threshold). This finding can extend to earthquake, population movements following
large-scale disasters may be significantly more predictable than previously thought [370]. In addition, Guimera et al. [371]
investigated to what extent it is possible to make predictions of a justice’s vote based on the other justices’ votes in the
same case and found that justices are significantly more predictable than one would expect from an ideal situation in which
justice decisions are uncorrelated. The predictability of a justicewith respect to the predictability in an equivalent ideal court
provides a quantitative proxy for stable justice correlations,which ultimately reflect a priori attitudes toward the law. Penner
et al. [301] analyzed a large set of careers distributed across 3 disciplines including physics, biology and mathematics, and
found that although future measures of impact are correlated with past measures, the current state of the art models simply
do not do a good enough job of predicting future impact to be used with confidence in the career advancement decision
process. People need to not only understand the success and attrition rates of scientific careers, but also, it is critical to grasp
the limits-of-prediction.

7.2. Predictability in economic complexity

As introduced in section (Applications of prediction), Economic complexity has provided new perspectives to cast
economic prediction into the conceptual scheme of forecasting the evolution of a dynamical system. Cristelli et al. [315]
argued that a recently introduced non-monetary metrics for country competitiveness (fitness) allows for quantifying the
hidden growth potential of countries. This comparison defines the fitness–income planewhere one can observe that country
dynamics presents strongly heterogeneous patterns of evolution as shown in Fig. 15. The flow in some zones is found to be
laminar while in others a chaotic behavior is instead observed. These two regimes correspond to very different predictability
features for the evolution of countries: in the former regime, the strong predictable patternwhile the latter scenario exhibits
a very low predictability. The usual tool regressions used in economics are no more the appropriate strategy to deal with
such a heterogeneous scenario and new concepts, borrowed from dynamical systems theory are mandatory. Therefore a
data-driven method is proposed as the selective predictability scheme in which the degree of predictability of the economic
dynamics depends on the specific position in the income–fitness plane.

7.3. Predictability in nonlinear dynamics

Nonlinear forecasting has recently been shown to distinguish between deterministic chaos and uncorrelated (white)
noise added to periodic signals, and can be used to estimate the degree of chaos in the underlying dynamical system.
The correlation between predicted and actual values measured may decrease with time i.e. a property synonymous with
chaos. Tsonis et al. [363] showed that by determining the scaling properties of the prediction error as a function of time,
and used nonlinear prediction to distinguish between chaos and random fractal sequences. Dynamical interdependence or
generalized synchrony implies predictability, and such predictions were described in [372] which uses local polynomial
maps of a driving system to predict the behavior of a unidirectionally coupled chaotic response system. Unfortunately
the application of these ideas to experimental systems with arbitrary coupling is not straightforward. By defining the
predictability of each system based on a knowledge of the other system, Schiff et al. [373] derived a measure of dynamical
interdependence and generalized synchrony through mutual prediction in a neural ensemble. Boers et al. [364] introduced
the concept of network divergence, which is based on the non-linear synchronization measure event synchronization and
complex network theory to forecast spatially extensive extreme rainfall in the eastern Central Andes. The measure network
divergence introduced here is designed to assess the predictability of extreme events in significantly interrelated time series.
Methods for forecasting time series are a critical aspect of the understanding and control of complex networks. When
the model of the network is unknown, nonparametric methods for prediction have been developed. Hamilton et al. [374]
considered how to make use of a subset of the system equations, if they are known, to improve the predictive capability of
forecasting methods.

In addition, prediction of physical and functional links between cellular components are often based on correlations
between experimental measurements, such as gene expression. However, correlations are affected by both direct and
indirect paths, confounding our ability to identify true pairwise interactions. Barzel et al. [283] exploited the fundamental
properties of dynamical correlations in networks to develop a method to silence indirect effects. The method enhanced
the discriminative power of the correlations by twofold predictive improvement over traditional correlation measures.
Extend to ecosystems, ecosystems are subjected to chronic disturbances, such as harvest, pollution, and climate change.
The capacity to forecast how species respond to such press perturbations is limited by our imprecise knowledge of
pairwise species interaction strengths and many direct and indirect pathways along which perturbations can propagate
between species. Network complexity (size and connectance) has thereby been seen to limit the predictability of ecological
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Fig. 15. The dynamics of the evolution of countries in the fitness–income plane. A coarse graining of the dynamics highlights two regimes for the dynamics
of the evolution of countries in the fitness–income plane. There exists a laminar region in which fitness is the driving force of the growth and the only
relevant economic variable in order to characterize the dynamics of countries. The evolution of countries in this region is highly predictable. There is also
a second regime, which appears to be chaotic and characterized by a low level of predictability. After [315].

systems. Iles et al. [375] demonstrated a counteracting mechanism in which the influence of indirect effects declines
with increasing network complexity when species interactions are governed by universal allometric constraints. These
observations corroborate the feasibility of systematic experimental implementation of synthetic rescues. Indeed, the main
difficulties expected in verifying our predictions, namely the inaccuracies in matching real genetic and environmental
conditions as well as potential side effects of rescue deletions due to, e.g. unknown function, are substantially alleviated
by the robustness and flexibility of the rescue interactions [282].

7.4. Predictability in epidemics

The epidemic pattern predictability is quantitatively determined and traced back to the occurrence of epidemic pathways
defining a backbone of dominant connections for the disease spreading. Colizza et al. [376] thought the predictability of the
epidemic evolution with respect to the inherent stochastic dynamics of the disease transmission. To address predictability
of epidemics in complex networks, Colizza et al. [354] devised a set of quantitative measures able to characterize the level
of predictability of the epidemic pattern. It is clear that to make the forecast more realistic, it is necessary to introduce more
details in the disease dynamics. Loecher et al. [377] enhanced predictability of epidemic outbreaks in scale-free networks
by replacing the node degree with the random walk centrality. Tsonis et al. [378] constructed the networks of the surface
temperature field for El Niño and for La Niña years and found that the El Niño network possesses significantly fewer links
and lower clustering coefficient and characteristic path length than the La Niña network, which indicates that the former
network is less communicative and less stable than the latter. The underlying cause is that predictability of temperature
should decrease during El Niño years.

8. Summary and outlook

Prediction in science is quantitative forecast of a system’s future development under specific conditions. For numerous
real systems such as ecosystems, airlines and social and economic organizations, they are composed of a large number of
components with complex and evolving interact with each other. Networks are an effective tool describing the interaction
structure in these complex systems. Thus, the prediction problem in many real systems can be formulated as predictions
in complex networks, ranging from prediction of links at microscopic level to prediction of collective trend at macroscopic
level. The rapid development of information technology brings in the big data era, providing an unprecedented opportunity
to investigate real complex systems with high quality empirical data. In this context, there is a recent trend of developing
prediction methods for different real networks.

In this review, we summarize recent major progress regarding the prediction problems in complex networks, aiming to
cover issues in both structural and dynamical aspects. We first introduce the general framework for investigating prediction
problems in complex networks. The works attempting to predict the microscopic properties of networks are classified
as node-oriented predictions and link-oriented predictions. Specifically, we review methods for predicting nodes’ future
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popularity in growing networks, as well as methods for predicting future links in networks. For macroscopic prediction,
the works on predicting the evolution of community structure and some other topological metrics are reviewed. We also
discuss several key applications of the prediction methods in real systems, including biology networks, scientific networks,
economic–social networks and technical–social networks. Finally, we review the effort in understanding the predictability
of different systems.

Despite considerable efforts, numerous issues in network prediction remain challenging. Together with the development
of the theoreticalworks,many predictionmethods have been used in practice. For instance, the link predictionmethods have
beenwidely used in online recommendation by guessing the future connections between users and products, reconstructing
biological and social networks by adding missing links and removing spurious links. However, we remark that one has
to be careful in selecting methods. In fact, the prediction will have some feedback effect on the system. If the prediction
methods are not properly adopted, the system may evolve or be reconstructed into a distorted state. The recommendation
methods, for example, will guide users’ selection. If the recommendation methods that mainly recommend popular items
are iteratively used, the attention of most online users will be guided to a limited number of products, forming an undesired
structure for online retailers. When link prediction methods are used in network reconstruction, some missing links may
be added to the network by mistake. It is possible that these links will significantly alter the structural properties of the
networks, leading to a misunderstanding of the real networks. Therefore, when selecting prediction methods, one has to
consider multi-dimension evaluation. Instead of focusing only on the prediction accuracy, one has to pay attention to its
feedback effect, so as to avoid critical mistakes.

In the literature dealing with time series prediction, a large part of the prediction methods are based on regression
or machine learning approaches. Though some methods are very high in accuracy, the underlying reasons for the high
performance are mostly unclear. Recently, there is a trend of establishing mechanistic models for prediction. The general
approach is to first understand the key factors as well as the equation driving the evolution of the system. Thesemechanistic
models are usually testedwith rescaling analysis. If the time series collapse into a single curve after the considered factors are
scaled out, the mechanistic model already capture all the key factors driving the evolution of the system. Then the empirical
data is used to fit parameters, which can be used for predicting future time series. So far, these mechanistic models are
developedonly in several systems such as scientific publication systems. Themechanisticmodels in other systems are remain
to be developed.

Cold start is a classic problem in prediction. It means that the prediction cannot be very accurate if the available
information is limited. This problem is particular important for link prediction(including also recommendation) problems in
which the links of new nodes (users or items in the case of recommendation) are difficult to predict. For an online retailer,
improving the prediction accuracy for new users will keep these users using a web site and attract more new users. Solution
to cold start problem in link prediction problems are nowmainly based on global similaritymetrics or incorporating external
information (e.g. multi-layer networks). Cold start problem is also a challenge in trend prediction. In citation networks, for
instance,manymethods for future citation prediction use 5 years citation history of a paper, which hinders its application for
newly published papers. In general, more prediction methods for solving the cold start problems still need to be developed.

An emerging problem in prediction is predicting the dynamics taking place on networks. So far, the prediction of the
spreading dynamics has attracted much attention. Many related issues such as prediction of future spreading coverage,
prediction of future infected nodes, and the predictability of spreading have been investigated in the literature. The
prediction of congestion in the transportation process on networks is also discussed from the perspective of traffic
management. The network dynamics are actually many, such as percolation, synchronization and opinion formation. The
prediction of the future evolution of these dynamics given the early dynamics evolution is observed is a very meaningful
problem in both theory and application, which asks for future effort along this research direction.

In practice, once prediction is made, it will inevitably have feedback effect of the future evolution of the systems. In stock
markets, if the price of a stock is predicted to be increasing, more people will buy this stock, which will result in a further
increase of the stock price. In recommender system, the recommendation of a product to many users will lead to a huge
increase of future selections of this product, which will further increase its probability of being recommended in the future.
This feedback effect can have either positive or negative consequence to the systems, depending on the type of system itself.
The increase of stock price might be favorable for those people who hold the stock, the overwhelming attention to a single
product in online system might be harmful to the system as it dramatically destroy the diversity of the system. In the long
run, what will happen is that all people will connect to a small number of products. Therefore, the feedback of prediction is
also an important problem for investigation. This problem, however, is neglected in many prediction research. We remark
here that more future effort is required to put in problem.

Predicting the future based on the current state or historical data is a crucial task in many applications. In this review
article, we summarize recent progress in the field of prediction in complex networks. Though prediction techniques are
sufficiently mature for some problem, reliable prediction approaches are still missing in many systems. One may identify
chaotic nature to be the major difficulty, yet the lack of understanding of the underlying principles may indeed be the real
obstacle. In the futurework, if one can identify the fundamentalmechanism despite the high stochastic in real systems,more
effective prediction tools will be designed and the accurate predictions at both microscopic and macroscopic levels as well
as for the dynamical processes taking place on the systems will be much more feasible. We believe that breakthroughs will
soon appear in the future.
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